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Survivor Support System Gives Students a Confidential Alternative
JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer
A survivor support system has been
formed on campus this semester to
give victims ofsexual assault a confi-
dential source of comfort, counseling
and information.
The support system, which empha-
sizes that decisions are entirely up to
the victim, will provide a student with
initial assistance and will refer him or
her to other helpful resources. The
support system will also continue to
help a student beyond the first stages
upon the student's request.
The support system consists of five
faculty members and two staff mem-
bers. Heather Fitz-Gibbo- n, sociol-
ogy; Pamela Frese, sociology; Sheryl
Horowitz, sociology; Eric Metcalf,
communications and Mary Young,
English and black studies are the fac-
ulty members included in the support
system. .
The Office of the Deans has dis-
cussed the formation of a survivor
Wooster's Annual Diversity Conference
Slated to be Held Friday and Saturday
SEAN HARRIS
Voice Staff Writer
"I'm expecting a greater turn-
out for the Diversity Confer-
ence this year,' was the opinion
of Alfred Thompson, newly-electe- d
programing chairperson
for the Black Student's Associa-
tion (BSA). The Fourth Annual
Diversity Conference, slated this
weekend for Friday and Satur-
day, has become a standard on
the College of Wooster campus,
although attendance has been
discouraging in the past.
But the effort put into compil-
ing an informative itinerary has
made this year's Diversity Con-
ference an event that organizers
feel is worthwhile. "Our group
feels that it is in the best inter-
ests of as many groups as pos-
sible to attend the Conference,"
Thompson said.
In an effort to raise a con-
sciousness among students and
educators across the country,
"Wanted: An Education with an
Afrocentric Perspective" is the
theme for the 1991-199- 2 confer-
ence. The" theme raises ques-
tions about the diversity of the
educational systems in America.
support system forover a year. Many
members of the College community
saw a need for a support system that
could ensure confidentiality and that
"Many members of the college community saw
system that could ensure confidentiality and that
sexual assult information about their
would give victims of sexual assault
information about their options.
After examining the support sys-
tems of several other schools, the Of-
fice of the Deans and other adminis-
tration members decided upon a sys-
tem comprised of faculty and staff.
Metcalf sees the faculty and staff
composure of the support system as a
link between students and the admin-
istration. With many students hesi-
tant to discuss a sexual assault crime
with an administration member who
is required to report it to police, stu-
dents may turn to the faculty and staff
members who already interact with
students on a daily basis. '- - -
Are they culturally biased? What
are the standards being used to
set these systems?
"I believe that this topic of
discussion has enough perti-
nence and relevance to all the
students here, not necessarily
African-Americans- ," said
Thompson, an urban studies
major.
One of the more prevalent as-
pects of the Diversity Confer-
ence is its appeal not just to Col-
lege of Wooster students, but
also to people in the Wooster
community and students at
neighboring institutions as well.
It has been the goal of Diversity
Conference in recent history to
acquire large-scal- e participation
from students across Ohio. With
a diversity of minds present, a
diversity of perspective will then
follow.
"It is our wish that you will
leave this conference with some
new ideas, along with reinforce-
ment of some of your own ideas,
to bring about change on your
respective campuses and in your --
communities, Thompson said in
a letter to Great Lakes College
Association (GLCA) schools and
The College's system, although not
a full-fledg- ed 24-ho-ur hot line, gives
students theopportunity to call one of
the support system members when
they are available in their offices,
v S tudents can talk anonymously over
the phone, or, if they desire, they can
set up an appointment to talk in per-
son. Students can set the time and
place to make themselves feel as com-
fortable as possible.
Victims of sexual assault are en-
sured confidentiality if they talk to a
member of the Survivor Support Sys-
tem. Since the administration and
other counseling services on campus
are required by Ohio law to report any
sexual assault crimes brought to their
attention, the support system protects
students who may be unsure what
their next step will be. Members of
Midwest-base- d institutions.
"Through this Conference we
hope to stress the importance of
diversity and ways in which
multi-cultur- al campuses can uti-
lize the experiences which will
be represented to create a truer
sense of community."
The Diversity Conference was
started in 1988 by Mel ford
Ferguson, alumnus of the Col-
lege of Wooster. Planning for
the Conference is a year-lon- g
process that involves all of the
members of the Black Student's
Association.
"The members of BSA and the
executive board that help coor-
dinate the Diversity Conference
really worked hard to make sure
that things go smoothly this
weekend. I mean we really
worked like hell," stated Lisa
Carr 94, corresponding secre-
tary for BSA.
Registration for the Diversity
Conference is in Mateer Foyer
Friday at 6:30 p.m. Following
registration will be the keynote
address in Mateer Auditorium at
7:30 p.m., presented by Dr.
JawanzaaKunjufu, educator and
Continued on page 2
the Survivor Support System, like
many rape crisis counselors, how-
ever, are exempted from reporting
sexual assault crimes to the police
a needfor a support
would give victims of
options..."
department.
The seven membersof the Survivor
Support System underwent training,
conducted by the Akron Rape Crisis
Treatment Center, in February. The .
program was divided into three ses-
sions, lasting for a total of 15 hours.
Trainees received a manual with
articles discussing listening strategies,
legal issues pertaining to sexual as-
sault and information about the expe-
riences of both victims and perpetra-
tors. The training program also gave
background about other support ser-
vices available and provided opportu-
nities for role-playin- g.
When asked if the training was
Residents'
Prompt Reversal of
Parking Decision
MICHAEL MCTIERHAN . ,
Special to the Voice -
On March 12, the City, of
Wooster Traffic Commission
reversed its original decision 10
lift parking restrictions along
Wayne' Avenue. The, reversal
came in response to a large num-
ber of city residents who pro-
tested the previous decision ;
- The original decision came
daring the February 1 5 Wooster
City Traffic Commission meet
ing, when the Student Govern-
ment Association's, Parking;.
Committee presented a proposal
which would allow for twenty-fou- r'
hour parking on ' Wayne
Avenue. In their presentation to
thecommUtee,5GA stressed the
inconveniencestudents faced
when forced to park their cars in
distant parking lots and -- walk
across campus late at night
The No Parking signs were
slated to be removed within a
few days of the decision.' ' ;
While parking along Wayne
Avenue was the primary con-
cern of the original decision.
worthwhile, Metcalf responded, "Ab-
solutely." He praised the expert train-
ers and directors, adding that some
initially apprehensive support system
members now felt fully capable of
assisting victims of sexual assault.
AJthough not officially part of the
Survivor Support System, Sophie
Penney, associate dean of students;
Nancy Anderson, head nurse at
Hygeia; Beth Whiteman, assistant
director of residential life; Cameron
Maneese, coordinator at the Student
Research Office and two persons from
the Security Office also attended the
training sessions.
.
Victims of sexual assault can cer-
tainly contact this other group of train-
ees, but students should keep in mind
that they are not afforded confidenti-
ality privileges, as these persons are
required by Ohio law to report sexual
assault crimes to the police.
Students should receive flyers and
brochures about the S urvivor Support
System next week in the
Complaints
residents at the meeting had com-
plaints about a number of other
areas,' including Bloomington
'street, , -
,
'. The Traffic Commission de
cided to investigate the entire
situation belore makiog aoect- -
sion about individual streets,'
--
, The Commission plans to meet
with the College administration
some time next month to discuss
solutions to the campus parking
problem. ' , -
, , The College administration
feels there is no shortage of Col-
lege parking, and cites the fact
that there are, more college
spaces than registered vehicles.
Yet many students continue to
park on residential sidestreets,
much to the dismay of residents
along the College periphery
The Student Government As-
sociation; which was responsible
for the original decision, is con-ti- n
uing to work on theproblem .
Another proposal will be sub-
mitted- for consideration at the
the April, Traffic Commission
meeting.
Biologist Discusses Impact ofScience on Society
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
As the fifth lecturer in the con-
tinuing Mellon Symposium, Hu-ma- nl
Nature: Interdisciplinary
Approaches to the Human Trans-
formation of the Natural World,
Molecular Biologist Leroy Hood
addressed a capacity audience in
.Mateer Auditorium last night.
Hood, currently teaching and
conducting research at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology
spoke on the topic. The Human
Genome Project: Science and its
Impact on Society."
There are two main objectives
of the genome project, accord-
ing to Hood. These are: I) to
find better tools and technolo-
gies to enable scientists to more
accurately decipher and map the
human genetic code and the in-
formation contained within, and
revealing question of whether it
will be appropriate in the future
for "the engineers to be able to
engineer themselves.
. In addition. Hood posed the
legal question and potential dan-
ger of a scientist isolating a se-
quence of DNA and attempting
to obtain a patent on the se-
quence. If this occurs, pharma-
ceutical companies wishing to
market a new medication using
that sequence would be forced
to pay a fee for the right to use it.
"Can the molecules of life be
patented?," Hood questioned.
Hood stressed the need for
increased education and commu-
nication between university de-
partments.
HestatedBiotechnologyis
interdisciplinary ...the biology of
the future is all about understand-
ing networks."- -
Wooster Geology Professor Mark Wilson Finds: Volcanoes
and 'Physical Processes of the Earth
ELISE BATES
Voice Staff Writer
Mark A. Wuon, professor ofgeol-
ogy at Wooster, has proposed a link'
between ancient volcanoes, the green-
house effect and animal evolution.
Along with Timothy J. Palmer, a
paleontologist with the Institute of
Earth Studies at the University Col-
lege of Wales in Aberystwyth, Wil-
son discovered that increased volca-
nic activity 480 million years ago
raised the levels ofcarbon dioxide in
the acphercThis increase affected
the ewrttmentof different species.
An article coreerning this topic will
appear in the March issue ofLethaia,
an iniemational journal of paleontol-
ogy and stratigraphy published by the
Swedish Museum of Natural History
Speak Your Mind: Ifyou could
Amy Lambo94
"Mario Cuomo. Isn't it obvious?"
2) to provide increased computer
integration to the biological sci-
ences.
Hood discussed not only the
biological implications of such
genetic deciphering, but the ethi-
cal, social, and legal implica-
tions as well.
From a biological point of
view, data compiled from the
deciphering of molecular DNA
has great implications in the
medical technology fields. Once
certain chromosomal abnormali-
ties are isolated, it will be pos-
sible to begin using this infor-
mation to develop various types
of illness preventing medica-
tions.
But these capabilities cause
technologists to be forced to ask
questions of the ethical and so-
cial consequences involved.
Hood posed the humorous yet
in Stockholm. Two 1991 Wooster
graduates, Christopher Fin ton and
Lewis Kaufman, are alsocontributors
to the article. Both mea were geology
majors and conducted their indepen-de-nt
studies on the topic Thomas E.
Guensburg. a geology professor at
Southern Illinois University, is also a
co-auth- or.
By studying calcite cements (found
in limestone rocks) of the Ordovician
and Jurassic periods. Wilson and
Palmer were able to cite the presence
of high atmospheric carbon dioxide.
High levels of carbon dioxide existed
during these periods as a result of
volcanoes spewing it into the atmo-
sphere.
The calcite cements formed shal-kshervescr- ock,
otherwise known
i
j ;
Katie Hoffman 94 . i
"I don't know. I'm kind of unin-- --
formed about each candidate. Once
I learn more about each, I think 111
be able to see a clearer picture of
who I should vote for."
Affect Evolution'
as "hardgrounds" by geologists, on
sea floors.
"Stemmed echinoderms, relatives
of the modem sea stats and sea JaBes
attached - themielves to these
hardgrourids, which provided theonly
firm substrates initially available," said
Wilson. As the echinoderms died and
new ones evolved, additional firm
attachment space was created and the
process continued until entire sea
floors were cemented.
Other colonial marine organisms,
such as bryozoans, began to diversify
on these hardgrounds. This resulted
due to the similar need by the echino-
derms and the bryozoans for hard
.substrates. These substrates were
available on the hardgrounds.
Continued on page 3
vote today for President, who would
-
.v.',.
. . , ,.
s
-.
i'Professor James Hodges i
"Bill Clinton. --he speaks correctly,
has a good accent. He also repre-
sents the best person to bring to-
gether the Democratic coalition.
Hell be able to battle competitively
in the Midwest"
Retreat Broadens Understanding
DANADEWEESE
Voice News Editor
Wooster Christian Fellowship and
NewmanCatholic invite Christian and
non-Christi- an members of the Col-
lege community to explore freedom
from a societal, personal and global
perspective at the AD Campus 'Free-do- m
Retreat," to be held April 10-1- 2
atCpUizapproximately lOmiles
from Wooster.
Guest speaker and musician David
Petty, a representative of the Fellow-
ship ofChristians in Universities and
Schools (FOCUS), will discuss
freedom's relevance to the emotional,
economic, physical and spiritual as-
pects of students lives. Petty, who
was featured at last year's retreat on
"War, God and Self will present a
series of four lectures and discus-
sions.
While the content of the discus-
sions and activities will have a Chris-
tian flavor, members of Wooster
Christian Fellowship urge students of
Diversity Conference
Continued from page 1
lecturer.
. On; Saturday,-al-l events aro
scheduled to take place in Lean
Lecture Room! The first of two-worksho- ps
will commence at 10
a.m. Professor Neal Holmes of
Akron University will speak on
the question "If Educational Sys-
tems Included an Afrocentric
Perspective, Would African-America- ns
Be More Success-
ful?"
Starting at 1 p.m.," "Do We
Really Need Standards in Edu-
cation?" will follow Professor
Holmes workshop.
The College of Wooster's pro-
fessor Alphine Jefferson will
Kim Douglas '92
"Bill Clinton, because I'm a Demo-
crat and I think he's the best candi-
date at the moment"
other faith backgrounds to attend.
Petty, a retreat leader at prep schools
arid universities across the nation, is a
versatile performer who lists U2,
Bruce Cockbum, Joni Mitchell and
Crosby, S tills, Nash and Young in his
repertoire of musical preferences.
In addition to musical entertain-
ment, indoor and outdoor games are
also planned for the weekend, as well
as movies, nature hikes and a camp-fir- e.
While students should prepare
foradverse weather conditions, cabin
facilities at Camp Luz are equipped
with heal and water.
Transportation to and from the re-
treat site will be available, and stu-
dents wishing to take part in Little
Sibs Weekend may return to campus
before Sunday.
Cost for the retreat is $15, which
includes the price of meals. Persons
planning to attend the retreat can ob-
tain reservation forms at Lowry Front
Desk, or contact Can Boar&man at
Box C-- l 189, extension 3221.
conduct another workshop, en-
titled "Multi-Cultur- al Education
and Redefining American His-
tory" at 6 p.m., also in Lean Lec-
ture Room.
The events of the Fourth An-
nual Diversity Conference will
conclude with a banquet at
Mackey Hall starting at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are on sale at Lowry
Front Desk and are five dollars.
Immediately following the ban-
quet, professor Akwasi Osei will
moderate a panel discussion on
the topic of "Can Children Be
Taught from an Afrocentric Per-
spective within the Existing Pub-
lic School System or Do They
Need an Alternative?"
you chiBOSe?
Jon Bricker 92
Td stay home and watch cartoons.'
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Goliard Magazine Available Next Week
MICHAEL STIFEL
Voice Production Staff
The 1992 issue of the Goliard
Magazine will be on salein both LowTy
and Kittredge during lunch and din-
ner Monday and Tuesday, March 30
and 31.
The Goliard Magazine is a student
produced literary magazine published
. ,
but
once per year. This year's magazine
includes works of fiction, poetry, and
artwork. More than 25 students are
represented.
Lastyear's issue recieved a Mark of
Distinction for Writing, and Editing
from the Associated College Press.
The price of the magazine will be
SI DO. Back issues will be 25 cents.
Wilson Geology Discovery
Continued from page 2
Since the hardgrounds were the re-
sult of the high levels of carbon diox-
ide in the atmosphere, and since the
gas was produced volcanically, the
geologic activity had a clear impact
on the organisms' evolution.
Wilson concluded, "The evolution
of life was controlled by more than
just the interaction of organisms. It
also was controlled by physical pro-
cesses of the Earth itself.'
Wilson will be on leave during the
1992-9- 3 academic year. He plans to
travel and conduct research in the
Bahamas in June, Utah in July and
London in September.
These trips will be supported by
Keck, Hughes and Luce Funds, re-
spectively.
Wilson and Palmer will also be
studying areas in Northern Kentucky
and Southern Ohio.
The team will be examining equiva-
lents of species previously studied.
Wilson added that these are equiva-
lents "in a geologic sense and not in a
sense of time periods."
The new Apple Macintosh Classic II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers
and still find rime for what makes college '
life real life.
Its a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-
processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DO- S formatted disks-allow- ing you to 'mmmJ t
Rp-IJf- e Speaker to Present
Alternative Perspective
KITAMU BARNFIELD
Special to the Voice
Marietta Renne, a Ph.D. in
midwifery, will speak on Tues-
day at 7 p.m. in Taylor Room .
110. She will speak to the Col-
lege community on the issue of
abortion from a pro-li- fe perspec-
tive.
Her presentation will include
a 30-min- ute video concerning the
abortion procedure. Also avail-
able will be information packets
for those who attend.
Renne is the co-foun- der of a
medical practice in Columbus,
where she lives with her hus-
band and newborn child.
The discussion will address
both pro-lif- e and pro-choi- ce ar-
guments. This is an opportunity
for an alternative source of abor
It ran't do laundmor
itcan
--4 .
helov
JL J
t Arrikrieed 'tVt
there will be y
time iuo. rz. 2-- rv.i,wr
exchange information easily with Ffrir4liF4frl'ffFwl
almost any other tana or computet jt i rrlErV-i- V ii!
.T -
tion information for those inter-
ested in making a fully-inform- ed
decision on this volatile issue.
Wooster Christian Fellowship,
sponsor of this event, encour-
ages the entire community to par-
ticipate in this potentially en-
lightening forum.
fTHE NINTH ANNUAL!
PASSOVER MODEL
SEDER
at the Wooster Inn.
April 13, 1992
at 5:00 p.m.
Students $5. 00
FacultyotStaff $11.00
please return reserva-
tions and make checks
payable to: "
fewish Students AssociaH
find vi
' i i
tion Box-31- 70
ou rind more time
For further information contact
Kim Strollo in Taylor Hall, Room 311
Ext 2245
e 1 Am Ohms Inc tote, die Ak logo, mat
UWMIHffNUUI
1 ,
3u aaaie,
r Reminder: Student Orientation
Committee applications are due by
5:00 pjtu Friday. March 27, 1992 ia
the Peas of Student's Office.
tor both.
In addition to its built-i- n capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and
to
Am 0&ut& It-p- et SUtit
StudentTeacherBudget Airfares
Eurail Passes issued on-the-sp- ot!
WorkStudy Abroad Programs
Int1 Student & Teacher ID'S '
Youth Hostel Passes & MUCH MORE!
CouncilTravel
8 E. 13th Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-29-
4-8696
work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an :
upgrade it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while -
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
- about the ADDle Lomouter Loan.r i - . ..
It'll be time well spent.
rirarn4tnfert SupcrfWti niton MSWnonlindoiiarMTtBCocponii
kHCdiaidcrlKcnclifAp(tcinfiuMr.iK iinmoiui.
I : :
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AStiffShotofReason,OnTheRocks
Obbligato
)
sir
MICHAEL MATTISON
It seems as though a nasty trend
has been developing over the years
(or maybe it has always been here),
one which many of as fail to recog-
nize, much less confront. It concerns
how we deal with issues, ideas and
other people.
What it really boils down to is that
we don't know how to argue. Or
more appropriately, we don't know
how to argue productively. Too of-
ten werely on what I have termed the
"transference insult process' of
pseudo-argume- nt and yelling." Ba--
sicaDy TIPSY (the acronym is based on phooetica, not syntax) is a means of
reducing potentially intelligent discussions into reciprocal tantrums remi-nisce- nt
of kindergarten.
Examples abound of TIPSY people and situations: politicians, sports,
families, talk shows, trailer parks, colleges. How often we have beard
derogatory names snooted out in place of some statement of fact, or facts
added cp and calculated so as to produce some serious character Caw or
mental defect. It is amazing how many people have the mherem psychologi-
cal power lo analyze and describe the workings of other people's minds.
Take for example this discussion;
fictional character il: I rhink Ohio State will win the NCAA basketball
tournamenL
fictional character 2; Nan, you're wrong. Duke will.
fictional characterf 1: No, no. no. The Buckeyes have a better line-u- p and
shooting percentage. ' '
fictional character 2r Ah, you're stupid. All Buckeye fans are brain
damaged. ...-,- ..
fictional character 1: Is that so, you tobacco-chewin- g, sister-fnarryin- g
Blue Devil? ';
fictional character 2: The Buckeyes? Ha! I bet you can't even walk and
chew gum at the same time.
(note the inclusion of physiological facts as well)
fictional character 1: At least I'm not some eastern snob who trunks I'm
a gift to humanity.
fictional character 2: Idiot.
.
.
Notice how rapidly this conversation deteriorates. Shocking.
Another example might hit even closer to home. The editor of the Voice,
Marc O. Smith, has recently been criticized for his decision to run an article
... . . Continued on page 7
Scenes From the Twilight Zone
'-
,
GINA M. BOMBACI
The departure of Paul Tsongas
from the Democratic field means
two things to me: the candidate I had
tenjajjvely jlanned jovpte for is
.! gone,and the identity of each party's .
. Presidential nominee is virtually cer-ta- in
before I have even had the chance
to vote.
New Hampshire primary voters
had five Democrats to choose from.
Ohioans will have two at most Is
this fair? I'm not so sure.
On the Republican side, no one I know has ever seriously doubted that
George Bush would win the iwmination in 1992. But what about 1996? The
two most visible candidates are Pat Buchanan, who some say is only trying
to set himself up for the next election anyway, and our beloved Vice
President Dan Quayle.
What would a competition between Buchanan and Quayle for the Repub-
lican Party banner look like? To those who think this year's Presidential race
has sunk to the uaermost depths of ludicrousness and absurdity, just wait
four more years, and youll find out what these words really mean.
Who would win (besides the Democrats)? Whatever else you may say
about Buchanan, and the possibilities are many, you can't deny he's
articulate. He has to be; arguing is his livelihood. His job has consisted of
trading insults with fellow pundits on the aptly named rxogram,Crossfire".
When you think about Dan Quayle, on the other hand, intellectual
sharpness and verbal agility are not the first traits that conie to mmd. Picture
Quayle debating Buchanan, and you will understand why Buchanan once
declined to attack Quayle on the grounds that it would be "child abuse".
. The veep would not really be doomed, however. He possesses some
advantages that Buchanan lacks.
Quayle could make his pronounced rightward slant look much more
subtle, polhe, and acceptable to voters than B uchanans,bccause Buchanan's
level of tact closely approximates Quayle's apparent I.Q. Quayle would also
probably have the backing ofBush and the Republican Party establishment,
translating into lots of money.
The outcome of a hypothetical Quayle-Buchan- an match is not certain.
But it would be tremendously entertaining, if perversely so, to watch.
Is a Buchanan-Quayl- e contest a Republican dream and a Democratic
nightmare, or a Democratic dream and a Republican nightmare? Personally
I'm guessing, and hoping, the latter. The Republicans would be well advised
to ensure that other candidates having greater appeal to sane voters enter the
1996 race.. , , . . . . . r .
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Thought Police Drew More
Attention to Campus Issue
DAVID LEWELLEN
This column has been reprinted, with permission from Wooster's Daily Record.
It originally appeared in the March 5, 1992 Opinion section.
Censorshipncversucceeds in the long run. Sooner or later.the truth will come oui,
frequently m an even nastier form than the censors feared.
Several College of Wooster stiidentsJeamed that the hard way three weeks
agoLFrklay,February28,foirstiiden in
an attempt to keep the campus from reading about a college student who gave birth
in a dormiiory bathroom earlier this year.
The paper learned of the birth three weeks before, and planned to run a news
story, which would not have named the woman. The woman did not talk to Voice
reporters, except to ask that they not mention the incident at alL The editorial staff
instead decided lorewrite die story as a general discusskmtfunwanted pregnancy,
rnerrioning the kxal birth in the sixth paragraph.
There is only one word to describe the action of die thieves: stupid. They
ostensibly stole the paper to protect the privacy of the student who gave birth, but
anyone with the native sense ofa golf ball could see that they were creating a blaze
of publicity around the un-nam-ed woman.
Did they really think that the Voice would let the issue go unchallenged, and
meekly shut up? Thankfully, the paper published a new edition on Saturday, with
the story in the same place and a column by editor Marc Smith explaining what
happened.
I graduated from Wooster a few years ago. I am well aware that students get
indignanteasQy,andthatpeoplewanttoprotea their friends.But to steal newspapers
morckrtrj keep peorte from reading
believes and teaches. Wooster trumpets its commitment to liberal education, to
looking at all sides of an issue and discussing them openly and rationally. Such a
"anyone with the native sense ofagolfball could see that they
werecnatingablazeofpifflcityarotmdiheun-- n
cruae auemp k suppress iniwiiim uyuij uwyw , ,
WocsterannuaUy observe Banned Books Week
Voice go in the window display ofbanned material next year.
The people who advocate the privacy argument say that the woman's request
should have been binding on tterjaperJt'safactcctoccnsi
factor. Very often people become news without wanting to; accident victims and
accused criminals are two examples. But anylnewsp that lets newsmaker
dictate its content is not a newspaper; it's a glorified press release.
IxgaDy.theVchasanurishakabterigntto
to think the staffmade therightdx
paper should have withheld the entire story. TneniaQercan,andimdoubtedlywill,
becfebatLThat'saskshciMbe.Bisu
A few anogartf, self-righteo-us thievk
besLarri if you won't see it our way, then by God werr
The Voice has run several articles mis serresterabbutuwrantirip
isanaticnwitepiobkaralwor
it, k seems to me that it would almost be insponablenotto pnthenewsofihe
birth. Ftople liaturaDy care nict abc
is no surer way of alerting college students to the hazards of unwanted pregnancy
than to tell them ofa classmate's ejtpeiienoe.--,,-j'- : ''li,,:'
' As Smith said on Monday! the theft antf the following uproar hayeTnerely
intensified the invasion ofthe student's privacy.Bat thatwas before-th-
e Akron-Beaco- n
Journal article, which showed art unseemly interest mail thd details the'
Voice withheld toriotfiathewcdan'sprrva.T
mterestingpart cf the story wasi
delivered Gossip mongers who are curious can find oi every sordid cVaatt about
the birth except the woman's name. " ' ' '
Those wnoareindignantaboutitcan thank the wouU-becensor- s. Did Wooster s
friendly local thought police anucipafc that? If they had tf
second, they should have. Their actions were on the level with a child who says,
"Well, if you won't build the sand castle my way, I'll just knock the whole thing
The stolen papers were valued at arxxtt $400, which means that if the off
with felony. Let's hope that they are. Thestudents are found, they can be charged a
action that the Wooster censors took is on a completely different scale from a
sit-i- n
destruction of Ethically, it involved theor aprotest. Legally it involved the property.
ijnpardonable sin of trying to control what other people read.
'Smith Lies, Twists Facts, and Tells Partial Thiths'
'I Guess We May As Well Lie Back and Enjoy It'
In the February 28 issue, Voice
readers were treated to a load of sanc-
timonious bullshit from an editor who
can barely put a sentence together,
and who has apparently never seen a
paragraph with more than one sen-
tence in it. The piece's headline, "This
Is Why it Happened" is the first indi
cator that this man is
unfit to publish in the "..ulespite
paper, much less edit reason for
iL It is a wonderful
example of his lack of qualifications
to write a news story. Apparently, by
some magical, telepathic process,
Smith was able to ascertain why the
papers were stolen. He performed this
Herculean task without ever consult-
ing the alleged burglars or anyone
who was remotely connected with
them. He interviewed no one, and had
no facts to back him up, but felt so sure
of his intuitions that he could print
them on the front page of the paper.
This same lack of journalistic in-
tegrity or ability was also glaringly
evident in the article on unwanted
pregnancies on the front page. Smith
wrote anarticle abouta woman's trau-
matic experience, without bothering
'. to get any facts from any of ihe wit-
nesses or participants, and the woman -
involved had absolutely no agency in .
the writing or printing Of this article.
Smith lectures to all of us about
doing what is good for the campus,
and about the morality of taking pape-
rs-papers which hardly could have
been stolen -- how do you steal some--'
thing which is free and which belongs
to the students ofthe College? It seems
somehow ironic for such an amoral,
slimy, yellow journalist to lecture all
'
of us on morality. This is the same
man --who refused urlistert to repeated, -
requests over theui pBsiiwu;WccMuiuast t aweeks from
plewhowereKaboutthe
,
reconsider. Hedoesnottellthereader, staff. the
, ResriennalLfeStaff.. , . f.l.c-- cthe Fac--r.
.
-
. . . .
.,. rnti saiioi t)v nnhliratirms. uv the administration, nor is she pro--haimi m liunngn wwi nxi 8Kt
ready had to liv through; hell. He
refused to listen to the woman herself
when she told hlnf she did riot want ?
the article printed. All of this was
done under the guise of --freedom of ,
.f- c- ,tl ifn.fr 1h P9fft-',-"
"
pus.
; Smith had the power to print iU so
why not do it regardless of who it
hurts, seems to be the reasoning here.
It seems painfully obvious that de-
spite his bellowing over free speech,
that Smith's real reason for printing
the article was to get his rocks off.
Power fed his ego into gigantic pro-
portions, and the more people begged
him not to publish it, and to consider
the woman involved, the more he was
determined to do iL Why? Because he
could. (Why are you pulling the wings
off that fly, little boy? Why are you
beating that puppy with a stick, little
boy? Why are you raping that woman?
Because I can. Because I have the
power.)
Perhaps the most frustrating, exas-
perating, and insidious aspect of
Smith's editorialnews story (his fu--
his bellowing offree speech, Smith's real
printing the article was to get his rocks off.
sion of the two is apparently his favor--
ite forum - we're never quite sure
which it is supposed to be). He consis-
tently decon textual izes the appear
ance of his story and the disappear-
ance of the papers. He does not give
the reader or the campus at large the
whole story. He does not tell them
everything that occurred.
He does not tell the reader how
he asked members of the residential
life staff about the condition of the
woman and whether she would be
well enough to see this story in print,
and then lied about their responses.
'Yet Marc Smith lectures to us about
morality and honesty. .
,
Hedoesnottellthereaderhowhe
asked faculty Vffuflt they would think
about him printing th;aructei then j
blatantly lied and said they approved. ,
Yet Marc Smith lectures us about
morality and honesty. '' ' I
He does not tell the reader how he
lied to and mislead his staff telling!
some of them that the woman agreed I
to having the story printed printed,
aiidnotgivingtheotherssipry.f
Yet Marc Smith lectures us about
;morality and truthfulness. j
He makes it appear that thepeople
-- who took the papers had not tried to
1work through, channels, and had nqt
ii,nrtpH fnr tun wppks tn pel him to
juun ouiuu uwu w r' r ttt--
.committee, called the admmtstratiqo,
called, the residential .life,staff, and
begged Smith, to reconsider, Heroes
not ten me reaucr .ww .-- u-m.
vedofthepleasofa friend of the
WOmafli WIW jm.VB.iniui, r ruiw jv.
. . . ...c ;.u 1 AhAiit mwoL
rviarc omiui icviui " "v . --
ity and sensitivity.
He tells the reader that the woraart;
whose -- tragedy has become public
domain has become "a pawn ,ior.
those who took the paper, butdoes not
tell the reader that the students wop.
, tried to keep her story outof the paper
consulted with her at every step and
considered themselves her tool, a way
for her to have agency over her des-
tiny. And yet Marc Smith lectures to
us about morality and responsibility.
He stresses that because of an
unwanted pregnancy, a woman on
campus "had a rough time,'' and pre-
tends that he wrote the story for her
benefit, yet does not mention how his
printing of her story in the campus
paper might add to her pain. And yet
Marc Smith lectures to us about mo-
rality and conscience.
Smith lies, twist facts,
and tells partial truths,
and the campus is sup
posed to take it and
smile. Since it's inevitable, I guess we
may as well just lie back and enjoy iL
But somebody was not content to
stand by while Smith enjoyed his
power trip. Somebody performed a
rebellious, radical, even symbolic act
of resistance.
Will the campus ever know what
really happened in Smith's search for
power and fun? On Thursday night
before the article was printed he and
his co-auth-or were running around
the library searching for facts so that
he would have a larger article as a
pretext for running his piece of scan-
dal. He remarked, "Isn't this excit-
ing?" Yes, isn'truiningpeople's lives
fun?
running his opinicflori the front page, '
but don t count on seeing tnis arucie
there, because despite, all ot nis up
service to free speech and equal space
for all opinions, Smith is loo terrified :
of the truth.
" Trina Brown 92
Smith responds: Ever get thefeeling
somebody is watching you, and they
only see andhear what they want to see
and hear?
There are too many inaccuracies to
address in thisreponse, sail I question
the validity ofMs. Brown's assertions, j
for she isneuheratnemberof the Voice :
--y
fessor ofjournalism. In addition, she is ;
not my psychic nor therapist. . j
3 Ptrhdos. Ms. . Brown's:
Itt-J- 1teciedjshehaahonorea nerappoyu:tnnt tn,
-
tUf.
.
Puhlirjinnns Committee bY
'iheCarhpusCouncUearfy
Herpresence would have undoubtedly'
provided primary sources, rather than
second-han- d hearsay, to support her
charges.!
Weve-hhelessJencourageMs.Bro-
wn
t ' J"t ' it '.L 1 .Lsloanngnerauegaaons-wunsuuzu- w
liation -- lb the Campus CouncilAdHoc
Committee Kdthy Preston, C-2520.X-- 3624
) . created to act as aforum so that
communication may correct the
misperceptions that all involved pres-
ently possess. Maybe then, "truth" can
,
be. at the very least, sought.
City ofFear and the Politics of
Vengeance-Opiu- m on the HHL.Geoqe Bush's
Crimes ofPassoo-Th-e Last Gasp of the Demo
crats: Anyone Else Remember the Whigs
Ithasbecrjmeathjngwithoutshame.
The entire American political process
has finally gone over the high side and
the cheap pimps and jackyard hustlers
arc in control, perhaps for good.
Congress is running amok amid
rumors of bad checks and S40-per-ho- ur
S wedish masseuses kept chained
in the basement of the Capitol build-
ing. A catastrophe of unbelievable
proportions where stories of perks
and pay raises has raised distrust of
representational government to a level not seen since the Revolutionary War.
At this point even reports ofa Congressional opium den where naked, fat young
boys meekly serve the savage desires of our legislators during all-nig- ht
Bacchanalian Fertility Rituals could faze me.
Meanwhile. ''Campaign 92" is steadily showing the kind of slime and
degradation necessary to form the Executive branch of this horror.
On one hand we have Bill Clinton. An individual who slithered out of the
military during the Vietnam War, played around a bit behind the wife's back,
and engaged in a few shady deals as the governor of Arkansas.
On the other we have George Bush; former CIA director, Nixon appointee
as the Republican Naaonal Chairman during the Watergate scandal, and chief
architect of the Iran-Co-n tra cotinectionAnd those arejust the things we know
about.
Now, I'm not a Clinton fan, personally I'd rather elect a gerbil as president
than Slick Willy.but the Arkansas C)venior,stransgressicis take on the nature
of boyhood pranks when you weigh them against the crimes of passion that
George has committed in the name of party loyalty and national security.
Not to mention the often overlooked but rather obvious fact that George
really rut his Peter Principle as Ambassador lathe UN.
Washington has since become a land without hope. Where the eunuches and
lepers revel as their grease-fille- d folds of flesh emant only the not-too-sub- tle
odor of stale perfume and rotting money. The sad truth is that the whole lot
needs to be cast into a pit of hellfire or else we (the people subject to the whims
of this monstrosity) are in deep undeniable doo-do- o.
The only candidate who fully understands this is Jerry Brown, and he's too
weird to appeal to people who might otherwise agree wiih him. So Jerry will
never win, the most he canaccomplish is the political destruction ofBill Clinton
leaving the Democrats without a candidate.
At this point it becomes pure Pandemonium and Ron Brown and his boys
could end up nominating anyone or thing who will stoop low enough to actually
run for President of the United States on the Democratic Ticket.
ABroader Sense ofDoing
DANADEWEESE
Voice News Editor
In a liberal arts school, students
pick up theories, laws, hypotheses
and philosophies: Freud, Kohlberg
and Erikson in psychology. Bloom
and Dewey in education, Wegener in
geology, Gilligan in sociology and
Johnson in English. They take classes
on Yanomamo tribes, schizophrenics,
tckerdsrn. Brer Rabbi t,MLKandJFK,
Stephen King and Shakespeare, the
Old World and the New World, the
Mediterranean and the subterranean.
In faculty offices, dining halls and
coffee shops places outside the
classroom they have easy access to
nund-broadenin- g. eye-openi- ng con-
versations as well, from Christ to Sa-
tan and from Big Brother to anarchy.
I too have taken part in such dialogue:
Two weeks ago in Kauke I learned
that gardeners can rid of slugs by
placing shallow pans of beer in their
yards.
Such is the advantage of liberal arts
education. In books and day-to-d- ay
conversation I've learned informa-
tion above and beyond that which I'd
expected to know as a candidate for a
Bachelor of Arts degree in English.
In many ways I'm thankful for the
education I have. A degree from a
liberal arts college, as opposed to that
of a four-ye- ar professional program
cr two-ve-ar specialty program, means,
as a fellow English major put it, I'D
be able to think broadly." To prospec-
tive employers and graduate schools
that's appealing. It's appealing to me
as well thinking broadly means I'm
adaptable. I'm practical. I'm market-
able.
Continued on page 7
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JEREMIAH JENNE
Dissenting StaffMember Offers Personal View
'Unwanted Pregnancy Nothing to be Taken Lightly9
BETSY O'BRIEN
Managing Editor
Trina Brown's "letter" in this week's issue of the
Voice requires a response. Ms. Brown's letter was based
on speculation and contains many inaccuracies.
First of all, I feel that it needs to be stressed that the
decision of whether or not to print the article on un-
wanted pregnancies in the February 28 issue ofthe Voice
was a group decision. Marc Osgoode Smith as Editor-in-Chi- ef
had the right and power to print the article;
however, he did not decide to print it - The Wooster
Voice editorial staff did.
The staff spent a great number of hours discussing and
debating whether or not toprint thearticle, and ifso, how
to go about it.
We talked to the Publications Committee, faculty,
students. The Wooster Voice Core Committee (made up
of faculty and students), the Director of Residential Life
Dwayne Davis, lawyers, Administrative Intern Colleen
Conway, journalists, resident assistants, friends of the
woman who gave birth, and the director of the dormitory
involved.
Some of them supported our publishing of the article
and some were against it. Many of them offered advice
as to how to print the article.
The Voice editorial staff agreed to take a vote. With
only three dissenters in the voting. The Wooster Voice
editorial staff decided to print the article.
Others are welcome to argue ior support our decision.
I was one of the three who voted against printing it after
I put myself in the posltfotrdf fte'wbrnarrwhd gave birfli,c
But I stand by the Voice in the decision and I support the
way the issue was handled.
Unwanted pregnancy is an issue worth discussing. It
is a nationwide problem. The problem cannot be denied.
I should know. I was adopted when I was three weeks
old. My biological parents were unmarried and in their
third year of college. They chose to give birth and
provide a better life for me through adoption. Others
may choose to have an abortion or keep the child. We
are lucky to have these choices, but we need to leam
more about them and how to use them.
As a member of the Teen Mom Program, which works
with the Counseling Center of Wayne and Holmes
County, I see teenagers starting a new life for them-
selves after mothering a child. It is far from easy for
them. They have lost support from friends and some-
times family. Fortunately they learned to get help from"
the Counseling Center and other people, and they have
started to rebuild their lives.
Our goal in writing and printing the article was to
show Wooster thatpregnancy does occur in our commu-
nity, and that emotionally and physically a woman can
get help in her pregnancy. Vte can't deny that this
College of Wooster student got pregnant and that it has
happened to others. Instead we need to acknowledge
that it happens and help others so that unwanted preg-
nancies don't occur.
It is unfortunate that Ms. Brown feels that she can sit
back and smile at Marc Smith's commentary ofThis Is
Why It Happened? because an unwanted pregnancy is
ncJungj&te;takJightr .v.c.. x. I
Cohen Lashes Out, Supports Decision
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
Very rarely does an incident occur at The College of
Wooster which polarizes the campus the way the article on
unwanted pregnancy (77 Wooster Voice 228) did. In the
March 5 issue many letters the-edit- or criticized the print-
ing of the article. Well, actually, these letters criticized the
rncniion of an incident which occurred earlier this year in
which a woman delivered a baby in a dormitory restroom.
Because the woman had asked the Voice not to print the story,
and the newspaper did anyway, some students and faculty
have accused the Vote of having done something unethical
or immoral.
S ince morality isa personal thing, I will assume that we are
all (regardless of our own beliefs) capable of reserving
judgement about what is moral or immoral for someone else.
Instead, I will address the concepts of ethics and journalistic
integrity.
There seem to be two main complaints: first, that theVoice
(and specifically, Editor-in-Chi- ef Marc Smith) was insensi-
tive, and second, that the Voice violated someone's right to
privacy for the sake of printing a sensational story. In the 3
5 issue, Jenny Neill 93 wrote, TThe Voice has stolen the
right to privacy" of thewonianinvorved. She added that by
printing the story. Marc Smith had "taken the Voice 10 the
pits ofjournalism." m the sarr issue,Psychok)gyPrccssor,
Susan Frazier-Kouas- si accused the Voice cf"sensationalism
akin to that displayed by the National Enquirer7
But despite the attacks on his motives. Marc did not make
the decision lo print the story. The seceditors and other
senior staff voted 9 lo 3 lo print the story. Marc's vote is not
included in this couru,nordoesk!nake
of the results. We were not coerced into ctir decisions, and
Marc voluntarily gave up his right lo override the will of the
staff.
The decision to print the story on unwanted pregnancy and
reveal the incident which had occured on the College of
Wooster campus was an agonizingly painful one for every
seniorstaff memberof the Voice. Anycnewhoclaims that the
Voice was insensitive to the needs of the woman does so
without an urKJerstanding of the healed discussions, debates
and drama that look place over the three weeks that the staff
was trying to arrive ata decision about whether or not lo print
the story.
People who believe that Marc Smith was able tomuscle his
opinion through by deceiving the staff or by strong persuasive
efforts overestimate the weight the
Some members of the staff spoke faidependentry with friends'
of the woman to help them get an idea of whether or not the
story should have been printed These friends asked us not to
print the story for the sake ofpreserving the weD-bei- ng oftheir
friend. SoscirierxcmayaskwhywestiQdcxjdediorxim
k, -
.
'
First ofall, rxxusewerxiraedtriestcfyoVxsnotrneanwe
were not influenced by the requests not to do so. But after
much consideration, k seemed a dangerous precedent to kill a
story which would give no morecHailsahnut the incident than
the various rumors circulating on campus. Furthermore, the
story in the Voice made an example of an incident, not a
woman.
The woman and her friends wanted to keep the incident
private. But when the woman gave birth in a dormitory
lestroomk was no longer a personal issue. Instead, it became
a manerofpublic concern on campus: And because of this, I
can not find fault with the campus newspaper for printing the
story which merely rnentioned the incidenL
You see, the story in the Voice was not libelous, because
Continued on page 7
Tsongas: A Class Act
SENATOR PAUL E. PFEIFER
Special to the Voice
The classiest guy in the Democratic
presidential race has just bowed out.
Paul Tsongas was an unusual phenom- - --
enon in these times of high cost, neatly
packaged political candidates who say
nothing until their pollsters and spin
doctors tell them what they mean.
- IJkeakXofotherstulentsofpolirics,
I laughed right along with Johnny
Carson's jokes about a Paul Tsongas
candidacy. The little guy with the bad
voice and unassuming presence didn't
have the blow dried look of a presiden-
tial candidate and was an easy target for
late night ccrnedians. Butlcametohave
a genuine admiration for the man.
He had the most sound economic
package of anyone in the race. His
investment tax credit plan for new pro-
duction equipment had the best chance
10 revive a sluggish economy. Tsongas
jumped on everyone for the proposed
-- $200 tax break for the middle class,
saying it might buy votes on election
day, but would do nothing for the
economy.
Tsongas said he hoped he hadmoved
a little by making them recognize they
had to have a strong pro-busine- ss ar
proachtothe economy. As conservative
as his economic package may have ap-
peared, he still supported liberal social
programs.
Buthe realized that in order lopayfor
them, you need a robust economy, and
thatrequircs an environment thatallows
for business growth.
Unlike his front running opponent.
Bill Clinton, who sways in the political
breeze like a willow in a storm, redefin
ing himself each time he's told what's
hot, Tsongas refused to pander to the
popular stuff and ignored the pollsters.
That was as refreshing as it is rare.
Unfortunately it didn't get him far.
To the credit ofvoters in some states,
Tsongas did quite well in the primaries
when he wasn'tfacingamulti-suu- e type
super Tuesday. But in the bigger ma-
rker he admitted that he paid for the sins
of 1991 when he didn'tdo enough fund
raising. He couldn't afford to define
himself on TV and was instead defined
by hisopponents. Once themedia started
calling Clinton the front runner, the race
became a slippery slope that Tsongas
couldn't climb.
It's a wonder Tsongas was able to do
as well as he did with so little money.
Will Rogers once saidTolitics has got
so expensive that it takes lots of money
to even get beat with." Tsongas found
he didn't have the money to get beat
with. Even in bowing out, Tsongas
exhibited class. With self effacing hu-m- or
he berated his own campaign orga-
nization, and congratulated Clinton on
his. That leaves theDemocrats withBill
Clinton. Throughout the campaign,
Clintcn has been readmgoff hiswish list
of things no one in their right mind
--
wouldn't wanvsueh as good jobs for
everyone. But he has failed to mention
how he'll deliver it aH or how we'll
afford it. .
Tsongas, in reference to Clinton's
wish list, said he wasn't going to Santa
flans if he was elected president. Evi
dently though, the voters in anumberof
states want SantaClaus. It s likely that s
what they'll get
A Shot of Reason
SSiSSSSSSi). and once again Ihe TIPSY paaem is
CVKjCXIl.
The words being bandied about do not deal with editorial decisions, the Voice
wocessofrepcctmg.orjoumalismmanyway.Ram
of Marc O. Smith have been subject to TIPSY people spouting off about his
i-
- u: .i ,t nwvMCK a wpII as comnarine him to a rapist.
Well Done! I don't think I could find a better substantiated, fact-fill- ed
argunientif I looked under the rock you crawled cutSorry,gahakTIPSY
L t.a, ,,r.nrr i micht we.ll pet involved in the fray, though,mere. oiuicuialbu(UK' v. - - -for the the running of the article.. If,because I am just as responsible as anyone
. . ii t ctww veil at me for awhile. That is, if the peopleYVU W4IU UJ tvu v j ... , r
screaming are seriously interested in arguing about something instead of
satisfying some personal vendetta againsi an muivjuuai.
r .i i.. otui fvlincrc and thev don't all work in harmony
Neither does everyone's logic There is no great equauon which will mesh
everyone together. Somehow though we should be able to separate people and
issues, and argue in accordance with our standmgatthetopofthefooddiain.
,, J; vmi don't have to like them, but at least be
confident enough with yourself to refrain from sniping at them. Critique the
1
argument cr the action the r
1
maxe vuu but iouw. .
It probably always will.
... But maybe we
Sure people get TIPSY. happens,
the wageflfcrawhik. Cold sobshxxilda try ridmgon7 , j i. .u he mrite refreshing. And aroundlocusts on resoiuuon tutu "jij "
here, we'd better make it a double.
"
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The Dangers ofDenial and The Icy Voices ofReality
Continued from page 6
was factually accurate. Itwas not sensational because theonly
intentions of the article were to provoke thought and convey
facts. And perhaps most importantly, u ma noi vwuue
anyone's right to privacy.
But what about the issue of maintaining privacy ; Kigniio
privacy is an issue that deals with the greater question of what
is ethical jounialism. According to "The Journalist's Bible,"
TheAssociated Press Stylebook and Libel Manual, "When a
person becomes involved in a news event, voluntarily or
mvcJuntarfly.he or she forfeitstheright toprivacy. Similarly,
a person somehow involved in a matter of legitimate public
inierestxan be written about witn saiety.
We can argue issues of what is news or legitimate puouc
interest, but clearly there were interested people.many of
thpm wmtp. leners-to-t- he editor, a few stole 2000 copies of the
newspaper. Yes,they stoleix. Becausetheydidn'tjusttakethe
papers from the bins. Theytoctneonesirepionmeioauing
dock for subscribers. That constitutes theft
It is noble to be concerned for theprivacy ofoiir friends and
colleagues. But when educated faculty and students are so
concerned that they are willing to recommend killing a story
that really does not violate this right, a dangenxis precedent is
set These rcpte withan inteiest strong enough
to steal 2000 newspapers are doing nothing but furthering
denial. Treirintenticfis-toprcteatheirfrier- ri
benevolent But in the end, what is accomplished?
If the public is not permitted to read atxwt the incident, then
itis as if nothing ever happened. No pregnancy, no unaided
delivery, nothing. One would think that the idea would be to
keep such a situation from cccuring again. But if the commu
nity isn't alkwed access to the mlcfmation, tow can pre
..tative measures be taken?
Fven mm dangerous is the denial mat situations like
unwanted pregnancy can happen here. Here at theCollegeof
Wooster, where the community is well-educate- d, fairly well
off, and generally on a higherplane ofawareness...orso we'd
like to believe.
But this is hard to believe, given the myopic scope of the
responses the Voice received. Some students claim the Voice
printed the story on unwantedpregnancy in agross display of
power and control. But is itpcbk thatthesepecple actually
are responding loan incident which severdyunctaniinedthe
enUghtenment that these students have been able to pretend
exists on this campus?
We all get a bit defensive when the illusions we create are
shouted down by the icy voices of reality.
It's time to take a good look at ourselves. As previous
stories in the Voice have demonstrated, issues like abortion,
sexual assault, and unwanted pregnancies do arise on the
College of Wooster campus. To ignore them because they
challenge our views of enlightened behavior is to ignore the
fact that humanity is inherent in all of us. Sweeping these
issues under the nig doesn't mean they've gone away, it just
means it's harder to see them. But they're still there.
What kind of climate exists here whereby a woman can
carry a baby to term and deliver itherselfwithoutanyone even
knowingshe was pregnant.? What kindof place is this where
students mink that denying public access to the
appropriate? And scarier still, what kind of educational
community is this where people are so elitist as to think that
unpleasant situations can't happen here?
These are tough questions. Maybe these are what we
should be discussing, not whether the Voice did something
wrong.
1 It didn't--, .-..'W- v!, !.-.- . i ' ,': -
Jeopardy Knowledge vs. Real World Experience
Continued from page 6
Yet somewhere along thecurriculum
I've also become cynical. I'm con-
cerned that although I can carry on a
well-vers- ed coffee house discussion on
the Cold War, Thomas Hardy or chlo-rofluorccarbo- ns,
I have little on-the--job
naming. With my Bachelor ofArts in
English I'dlike tobeccrnea journalistor
ad copywriter. Yet I've never had to do
reportmgoradcopywriting foraclass
if I warn hands-o- n experience, I have to
seek it in extracunicular activities.
Joseph Conrad and formalist literary
criticism more than sociology and psy-choloe-v.
mv mom said I could probably
get a job as a case worker for the social
.
service agency she works for never
mind that 25 years ago she got the same
jobwithout finishing herdegree atall,or
that one member of the same social
wcrkstaffgtthisbachelor'sin geology.
If a geology major got the job, I too
should not feel guilty getting my own
case work position with no case work
background. Ora journalism job with
AndrKxthairmimgratefulthatlfeel no professional writing classes, for that
1 JLUl-- l lIUUUi, "J
classes has not been wen-spe- nt What I
feel is not disrespect for my environ-
ment, but instead a sense of ambiva-
lence, maybe guilt
True, my degree in English means I
can eventually get a job in professional
writing, but itcan get me ajob in a lot of
unrelated fields aswelL Two years from
now I could .become a social worker, a
cornputerdatatecilnjcian,adrumrnerin
arcggaeband,anMTV VJ.atekvision
evangelist, maybe a graduate student in
hydroponics or psvchxxieurology. But
Though I think core curriculum is
important," others think time spent on
professional on-the-j- ob skills is restric-
tive to the overall post-seconda- ry expe-
rience. Career-specif- ic programs are
often labeled second-ral- e by the mtel
ever.havenobetterchanrecrflxxoming
employed lhanaliberalarts student who
knows bits and pieces of many fields,
butrictalotabcuonefiekl Employers,
often liberal arts graduates themselves,
sometiiTies scoff at the two-ye-ar degree,
or the four-yea- r, non-liber- al arts profes-
sional program. Too often I have heard
Wooster students speak of friends at
home who "didn't go away from home
and just went to community college," a
stale university or business manage-
ment school.
Whikl'mgladtokrcwaboutMilton,
GreenpeaceandtheBolsheviks,rdlike
aincreconqbalancebetween theory
andpractice within thecurrkailum. The
College's education program, which I
am also ccleting, teaches Madeline
Hunter, John Dewey and progressive
educaticoalprulcoph)es,but
. .
. .
lectuals who make up professional are r4 to practice mrxxirs offieW work
tiAmerica.
,
Andwhileltovethernoneytoattend
a private school and enjoy the occupa-
tional privileges that go along with a
liberal arts education, a great deal of
students do not Many students, either
iiu"am"
-
. . , rtowmiv:rti KKanesscolleees.tech- -w wfiftld It's hecause. as scnoiars ana aUHrT-l- f- " F ,
students alike have said. "Ability to
think now means ability to learn the
skills later on."
U'sinlriguirtoccnskkx the implica-
tions of this. Even though I've studied
rh veelc.
Andldon'tfedcheatedbecauseofit
Instead, I feel confident qualified and
skilled. I wouldn't feel guilty applying
for a teaching job because I'D. have the
real-li- fe training to back up my tran--
scripts.
Yet I'd like to have more of these
" m J- - arjM a- -. j--i "
meal schools placeswherealotofon- - cppcrturdties,rxxsotheydcnatethe
the-jobtraininggceson,rxitwne-
reinere Curncuiuni,ijisuuu'-'- -'
is oftenno required liberal arts core. kbyacticnasweflasbycontempla- -
These persons who are immersed in tion, and match my broader sense of
the hands-o- n skills of their fields, how- - thinking with a Dioader sense of doing.
f.s -t Ii -
.
. . :. : ' .IS. is turned in, academia now moot...
;
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...Ah our seniors rejoice drowned in their Absolut...
I
...Their hell now safely tucked in folders and bins...
'isms.
y
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.77ie torture is over let the good times begin.
marched and they drummed and the scene left no doubt...
f--
1
...That getting the damn thing done was what it was all about
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Delta Flight 1123:
EMILY SILVERMAN
Feature Editor
By now, all have heard about the
tragic crash of a USAir commuter
flight, bound for Cleveland, in New
York on Sunday, March 22. No
Wooster students were aboard that
plane, but three, on that same day,
took a pretty scary plane ride them-
selves.
Cherobia Gates '94, Kris ten
Whitaker 93. and John Atkinson
'94 boarded, in Atlanta, their Delta
flight to Cleveland, all set to return
to Wooster after Spring Break. It
was raining outside, but not too hard,
and they settled into their seats. No
major takeoff delays disturbed the
journey, and the crowded plane took
off. Then, trouble.
The first few seconds of takeoff
were normal, according to Gates.
From her seat on the frontal, left-han- d
side of the aircraft. Gates says
that she smelled burning rubber.
"It was wierd because everyone
on the plane was really quiet we
were just like, 'that's kind of odd,
but maybe it's nothing serious."
Whitaker, also on the left side of
L.EA.D. Leader of the Month
LEADRF.IF.ASE
Special to the Voice
What did you think of when you
hear that name? A number of things
' could have run through your mind.
You could have thought of Sherrie
Clayborne- - the R.A., Sherrie
Claybome the co-mana- ger of stu-de- nt
employment, S herrie Clay borne
the chair of the Judicial Board,
Sherrie Claybome the peer mentor
or Sherrie Claybome the recording
secretary and a founding member of
Delta Phi Alpha.
The LEJJD. team thought of all
of these and more when we decided
to honor Sherrie Claybome as the
LiLAJ). leader of the month for
March.
During the interview with Sherrie
two words came to mind: involve-
ment and dedication. Sherrie gives
her all to everything she does, and
provides constant support and en-
couragement to the people around
her.
The word leadership also comes
to mind, although the meaning of
leadership in Sherrie's case is not the
traditional one. Two years ago
Sherrie found herself in the position
of a what is sometimes known as a
"formal' leader. Sherrie described
to what it felt like to be a leader.
"It's like driving a car. You de
the plane but further back, also
smelled what she described as burn-
ing rubber, with the scent coming
from the air vents above each seat.
"Everyone was looking
aroundsome seemed unconcerned,
others were like, 'something's bum-in- g.
Before they smelled rubber, both
women say, the ride had become
extremely bumpy for a moment. As
soon as the plane had leveled, says
Whi taker, the pilot announced that
"we think our landing gear has disin-
tegrated." The right side tires had
ruptured. According to Gates, the
pilot was unsure at that point as to
the extent of the damage to the tires.
The plane's copilot walked to the
rear of the plane in an attempt to look
out and discover what had gone
wrong. When nothing was discov-
ered, the next step was to circle the
control tower at 4,000 feet, in order
that personnel in the tower could use
binoculars to discover the problem.
Gates and Whitaker both claim they
could see ground crew, in bright
yellow coats, gazing up with bin-
oculars. All the while. Gates insists
pend on your passengers to tell you
which way to turn, but without their
input it is hard to know which way is
best."
It was at this time that Sherrie says
she learned to see leadership in a
different way.
"You can be a leader in an organi-
zation by being a strong member, by
having the ability to work well with
other people that are on the same
level as you, as well as with the
'leader' of the organization.'
Sherrie touches on something very
important a good leader is not some-
one who functions alone, but rather
someone with the strong support ofa
group of individuals, the members
of the organization.
Now, as a senior at Wooster,
Sherrie has found her balance. She
says she particularly enjoy s her roles
involving counseling and guidance.
Sherrie has the very special ability of
gently guiding without pushing. This
guidance effects many people and
organizations daily.
Sherrie is an English major and
' has a double minor in Political Sci-
ence and Black Studies. She hopes
to go to law school next year and is
currently waiting to hear from
schools. Good Luck Sherrie, and
thank you for your contributions to
Wooster!
The Airplane Ride From Hell
she was fairly calm.
The pilot said there was no need
to be alarmed. So we were like, 'oh,
okay, we're cooT.I went back to
sleepthat's bow comfortable I was
' with what he was saying. - -
The plane was to circle Atlanta for
another two and a half hours, the
purpose of which was to burn fuel
arid render the jet lighter, so landing
would be. safer. Whitaker expressed,
with a touch of humor, her fear. -
I thought I was going to die.it
was my birthday, and my tombstone
would have been perfect! y symmetri-
cal.'
Says Atkinson, The worst thing
was the uncertain ty.we had twoand
a half hours to think about it and not
know what was going to happen.
Gates awakened to an announce-
ment that the plane would land in
approximately 30 minutes and, as a
. precaution, the flight crew would be
instructing passengers on crash land-
ing procedures, since it was possible
that the right side of the plane could
catch fire as a result of friction on the
runway's concrete. Gates, in retro-
spect, applauded the pilot's candor.
iuHfi. w.as like, 'I'm going to be
perfectly ' frank, this is our
predicament.. .he wasn't trying to
sugarcoat it, but he told us not to be
alarmed."
According to Gates, the flight at-
tendants prepared the cabin for a
possible crash landing.
They said everything had to go
up in the overhead bins. ..they told
Wooster Students
OLIVER YABOROWORKSI
Special to the Voice
What will you be doing this sum-
mer? It's usually a lough question, but
notforWoostrstudcntsJererniaM
95 and Ryan Baxter 94. They have
made plans.
"We want lo go to the Democratic
National Convention in New York,"
says Jenne. "I mean they can't all be
liars, cheats, and whores."
Jenne, who heads the Drugs and ,
Politics desk at The-Woos- ur Voice.
sakite isarotkxjstosaxry.up close, the
finely tunedrrecnariisrnsof theAmeri
can Political Machine.
It will be real trip." exclaimed the
writer.
Ryan Baxter, a history major and
leaching assistant, says that such a
golden opportunity for first-han- d re-search,expa- iential
learning,as well as
general convention debauchery, were
his principle reasons for planning the
trip.
"AftertfiatdaranedWitienbsrggarne
people to put their eyeglasses in their
socks, people's pocketbooks were
eight rows back from where they
were siuingeveryone was pretty
calm, no one was screaming."
But when the plane began its ac-
tual descent, recalls Whitaker, the
woman seated next to her, who had
an infant, bent over to cover the
child. At this point, she says, the
baby began screaming, this being
the only sound coming from the pas-
sengers.
Gates, seated by a window, tells of
passengers around her asking, "Are
we there? Are we there?" She also
says she saw her father's van on the
freeway below.
Finally, the jet landed.
"At first," says Gates, "it was so
smooth, you wouldn't delect there
was a problematic was a good pilot,
he landed on the left side
wheels.then the plane vibrated
roughly, and there was a sigh of
relief."
Whitaker says all lights inside the
plane were turned off, and landing
was exceedingly bumpy. Both
women remarked upon the masses
ofambulances and rolice cars awai W
ing ine piane, wruca sioppea, saieiy,
in the middle of the runway.
"A stewardess said, 'you'll never
get a bigger reception in your life,'"
says Gates. Her first thought upon
landing was, "We made it, we're on
the ground."
All passengers were bussed to the
terminal, and were given meal vouch
to Attend Demo Convention in July
I thought I'd never work with him again,
but this was too good to be true," says
Baxter, a sophomore who has accompa-
nied Jenne on various story assignments
including a sports commentary regarding
the WoasierWinenberg contest this past
February.
According to most political analysts,
the strong srcwirofBrown in Ccrexxti-cu- t
as well as the lurking shadow of Paul
Tsongas might be sufficient p deadlock
the convention against Arkansas Gover-
nor Bill Oinm
"
"At which point," offered Baxter, "all
known hell will break loose."
Baxter will already be in New York at
the time of the Jury convention and Jenne
plans tomake the trek from his nativeNew
Hampshire.
Ryan's putting up the place to stay in
thecy,"proposed Jenne,! figureall else
we need is some nachos, some notebooks,
a few crayons, couple cans ofmace, aid a
duffel bag fullofJack Daniels lo numb the
shock of this thing before us."
I asked Jenne if this trip was in anyway
ers. They had a while to wait prior to
boarding their flight to Cleveland.
Says Gates, They Delta wanted
us to fill out comment cards we
were like, 'you gotta be
kidding'some people were mad,
somejust wanted to thank the pilot"
When the passengers boarded the
plane to Cleveland, Gates remem-
bers, with a chuckle, many of them
asking the flight attendants, "Did
you change the tires?," regardless of
the fact that this was a different plane.
Both Gates and Whitaker recall
shedding tears of relief with their
fellow passengers.
- "Everyone on the plane was
. bonded in a sense," she says.
Whi takerspokeof the couple (with
the baby) seated next to her, who
passed the frightening hours by plan-
ning their future dream house; plans
which they shared with her.
On the lighter side of the issue,
Whitaker relates that her father was
leaving Atlanta for New York that
same day.
Upon phoning her mother from
the airport, her father told her
mother his plane was delayed be--'
. cause "some stuoid Diane blew its
ter was aboard that plane.
Says gates, "If I could go back, I'd
shake the pilot's hand. My life was
in his hands
"Both planes USAir and Delta
were on the way to Clevelandthis
was not the day to be flying to Cleve-
land!"
inspired by Rolling Stone writer Dr.
HunterS.Thompson'sexperiences20
years earlier and well documented in
the book Fear and Loathing: On the
Campaign Trail '72.
"Hunter S. what? Never heard of
hinvnustbesomeaginghinbiDy speed
freak writer who should have been put
lo pasture in 1975," said Jenne.
. Addinga moment later that "I mean
we all have our mentors, but Dr.
Thompson hasahvaysbeen moreof an
uhlifestyle influence rather than a
literary one."
Baxter, whose primary interest in
the trip is academic, says that he is not
worried about the possiblity of Jenne
running amok at the convention.
"Those the convention delegates
are all his kind of people. I don't think
anyone will notice, but you never
know."
NoneofthecuneritDenxicraticcan-didate- s
rexPanChainnanRonBrown
could be reached for comment before
press time. .
I
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Exhibitoflithography Opens
NEWS SERVICES
Examples of early 20th century
American fine art lithography, in-
cluding prints by Thomas hart
Benton and Stow Wengenroth, will
be displayed at Prick Art Museum
beginning Sunday, March 29,
through Monday, May 11. An af-
ternoon reception from 2-- 4 pjn. will
mark the exhibition's opening on
Sunday. Hours for the museum are
9 a.m. to noon and 1- -5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 2-- 5 p.m. on
Sunday. Admission is free.
Linda C. Hults, the exhibit's cu
rator and professor ofart at Wooster,
says that the prints "represents
lithography's long quest for artistic
status in America." Lithography
was used primarily for commercial
printing and to reproduce oil and
watercolor painting, she explains.
and its use by artists as a fine-a- rt
medium for original works was not
widespread until the 20th century.
Hults describes the prints, which
date from 1921 to 1948, as being "in
Wooster Chorus Per--
forms Tour
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor a
Straight from their successful
1992 Spring Tour, the Wooster
Chorus will give their tour perfor-
mance for the college community
Sunday afternoon beginning at 4 a
p.m. in Gault Recital Hall.
Under the direction of John
RusselL the 58 member chorus per-
formed for delighted audiences in
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia Penn-
sylvania; Winchester andWellesley,
Massachusetts; and Rochester and
White Plains, New York; as well as at
The Lincoln Center for the Per-
forming
by
Arts in New York City. the
The program consists of sacred
RprntisC
Com,
fel2t
the vein of American realism" with
a variety of themes: urban reality,
rural imagery, landscapes, and po-
litical satire.
--
"Of the artists included in this
exhibit, only one worked exclu-
sively lithography," Hults says.
"Most are painters who delved into
lithography, because it was a rela-
tively inexpensive means of dis-
persing their imagery Prints pro-
duced through the Associated
American Artists, for example, of-
ten sold in department stores for as
little as $5.00."
In addition to Benton and
Wengenroth, other artists repre-
sented include Ivan Albright,
George Bellows, Bolton Brown,
John Steuart Curry, Adolf Dehn and
others. The prints are part of the
College's John Taylor Arms Col-
lection, donated in 1967 by Ward
M. and Mariam C. Canaday. The
collection includes etchings, en-
gravings, woodcuts, lithographs and
drawings from the past 500 years.
Program
music that spans four centuries and
number of languages. These in-
clude works by H. Schutz, T.
Weelkes,F.Poulenc,and J.Brahms.
The highlight of the performance
will be J.S. Bach's "Cantata No. 4,"
tune featuring text by Martin
Luther and which will be sung in
German. The Wooster Chamber
Orchestra, which toured with the
Chorus, will also accompany the
Chorus in this piece.
An additional piece composed by
Jack Gallagher, professor of music
Wooster, will also be performed
the Chorus. Entitled "Elegy,"
piece is based on a poem by poet
William Wordsworth.
X Uit
Arts & Entertainment Calendar
College of Wooster Music Fac- - Professor of Music Daniel Winter
ulty will perform recitals this week-
end. Postponed from an earlier date,
Theodor Duda will give a voice re-
cital tonight at 7:30 pjn. in Gault
Recital Hall. The performance will
be accompanied by Brian Dykstra
on piano and will feature songs by
Duda and professor of Music Jack
Gallagher as well as pieces by other
contemporary composers such as
Gordon Binkerd arid Ned Rorem.
The pieces deal with topics of inner
emotions and spiritual meaning and
are presented in a variety of styles.
Tomorrow evening, Thomas
Wood, concertmasterof the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra and assistant
professor of music, will present a
recital of solo violin and violin and'
piano works in Gault Recital Hall
beginning at 7:30 p.m. Wood will
perform the Ohio premiere of "The
Glass Children," a piece written for
him by the late Scott Huston, for-
merly of the University of. Cincin-
nati College Conservatory ofMusic.
WCWS CohcertWatch
-
. t , - Kevin Anderson - Music Director
A iii i,i i' w MARCH
Sat.,Mar.28 Fatfi LaSclte 1 "
San, Mar. 29- - Mr. Bungle
Modern Jazz Quartet
APRIL
Tito Puente
Marillion
Fnn Apr. 3
Sat, Apr. 4
Marshall Tucker
Moiu, Apr. & Chris WhitleyToad
Fri Apr 10 Joe SampWFreddie Hubbara Qeve. State Theatre
Hank Williams
Sat, Apr. 1 1 Eli Fitzgerald
SatApr.l8 Buddy Goy,
Jr.
MAT
FriL& Sat, May 1& 2 Aretha Franklin
Mon.t May 1 1 Social Distortion
Wed.. Mav 20 Eric Claoton
Fri..Mav22 llammerBovz II
More, May 25 Genesis
For ucket information on most of
' - Outlet:
In Cleveland:
(216) 241-55- 55
fa. WKv are yflu
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will accompany Wood on piano on
Beethoven's "Sonata in C Minor,
Op. 30, No.2," and Faure's "Sonata
in A Major, Op. 13."
The Akron Symphony Cham
ber Orchestra, conducted by Eric
Benjamin, will present "A Sym-
phony Roundup" at the 13th annual
series of Little Tikes concerts. The
concerts, sponsored by the Akron
Symphony Guild, are educational
and designed forchildren three to six
years old. The Orchestra will per-
form at Edgewood Junior High in
Wooster on Wednesday, May 20 at
9:45 and 11 ajn. The program fea-
tures a western theme and includes
Copland's "Hoedown," Rossini's
Finale from the "William Tell Over-
ture," an audience sing-alon- g and a
"Roundup" of many other western
favorites. Tickets for the perfor-
mance are $3.50 for children, par-
ents and chaperones and can be ob-
tained by calling the Akron Sym-
phony office at 535-813- 1.
-
'i ' f Front Row Cleveland)
' , Empire
;ieve.!taie jjieatre
; Cfcve. State Theatre
'
;
; Empire
Band ' . . ..Agora'
the Wet Sprocket Empire
Coliseum
CJeve. State Theatre
Empire
From Row (Cleveland)
Empire
Coliseum
MenJodeci Coliseum
i , Cleveland Stadium
these snows, call we l icxetMasier
In Akron;
(216) 945r940(X
Beaujed Hippo wsuUtty
iirHKeStrif1.
Friday, March 27: Don't
let spring break end, come to
Happy Hour at the Under-
ground from 5-- 7 p.m. Con-- :
tinue the fun at 8 pjn. with ;
Bill Durham at the Under-
ground for $.50. At 8-- 11 p.m
in Mom's the Student Spot-
light Showcase is featuring
Something Else, Greg Home
& Don't Throw Shoes."
Finish the night with some
Red Pin Special at Scot Lanes.
from 9-- 11 p.m.
Saturday, March 28: Take
a break from your studies and
go see The Doors at 7:30 &
10 p.m. in Mateer. The cost is
$1 and there will be free
popcorn for anyone wearing
Tye-dy- e! From 10 p.m. --2
a.m. join in the ZetaBeta
Bash at The College Under-
ground for only $.75.
Sunday, March 29: On
display are the paintings of
Shirley Blake on the New Art
Wall Display. Relax and
enjoy the offbeat and compel- -
ing film, The Wrong Manx at
7:30 p.m. in Mateer.
Monday, March 30: Come
spend your hard earned
money in Lowry Lounge from
10 a.m.-- 7 p.m. at the Vendor
Sale featuring Boulevard
Jewelry.
Wednesday, April 1: The
Underground will be featuring
both Throw Mama From the
Trainx at 8 p.m. and Capri
corn One, at 10 p.m. for only
$.50. And that is no joke. i
1 Tffir) (fiiTTN
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i Spotlight Showcase Features a Variety ofActs
'"
'n -
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'
March 27, 1992
Something Ft will perform at Mom's with Greg Horne and Don't Thmow Shoes tonight at 8 p.m.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
What would a Friday night in
A very dull place indeed, so to
Friday evenings on Spring Break, a
variety of acts will perform in the
SpotLghtShiOwcaseatMom'stonight
beginning at 8 pjn.
The band Something Else will per
form their special brand of folk and
rock music. Performing both original
andcovermaterial, their musical tastes
range from Joni Mitchell to Led Zep-
pelin." Something Else has been play-ir- g
arotmd WonT fnf a fr"te of
ytrs .- - t . j-- JAilar
Last Jam at Klom's last spring
The nucleus of the group since hs
conception nearly two years ago has
consisted of Wooster graduate Dave
Hider on bass, and present students
Kevin Wilkin '92 on guitar and lead j
singer HeatherBrandstetter 93. Pres-- i
ently the group has added DaveYouel I
. 94 on drums, Scott Pamell '95 onf
guitar end singers Claudia Rose 93?l
;and rztt.'z'Jilao featured in the Showcase win H
be Greg Home in an acoustic set and
Wooster's comedy troupe Don't A
Throw Shoes. ''''
s
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Scots Take
THE Wooster Voice Sports
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Wakxen Cham-A-Ko- on '94 posted a 7--3 record to open the season.
The Scots are ranked 22nd nationally. Photo by Mike Pepper.
The Wooster Voice
is now accepting
appIleaGnsfcrpesilicns
cni year's staff.
Contact Lauren Cohen
cr Jason Gindde for
h further information.
is April 10.
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Out Tenth-Ranke-d W & L to End Spring IHp
pFM'S LACROSSE
LaxWms
MARC O. SMITH
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Cold and wet conditions
greeted the men's lacrosse team
Wednesday as they played their
season opener against Marietta
College at John Papp Stadium.
After the lacrosse teams expe-
rience witl snow over Spring
Break, the mild temperatures and
rain was "really nice for us," said
Richard Fields '95. "The Spring
Break weather was ridiculous."
said Head Coach Tim Clark.
The Scot's, however, enjoyed
the wanner conditions as they
drudged through the mud to
record a convincing 18-- 3 victory.
The tone was set early when
midi John Marcinek '93 won the
opening face-of- f. carried the ball
into the Marietta zone, and passed
it off to midi Scott Szweda '95
on the left point. Szweda saw an
opening, and shot it past the
Marietta goalkeeper, left and
,.Jugh.......... , .
J.CATMAN
Voice Sports Writer
After a 3-- 3 split in singles, the last
match of the spring trip came down to
doubles.
But Wooster teams are not accus-
tomed to relying on doubles. In the
finals of last year's NCAC Touma-mentagain-st
Kenyon, Wooster needed
only to win one doubles match to take
the NCAC for the third year in a row.
The Scots lost all three and the title.
With such a doubles skeleton in the
team's closet, things were understand-
ably a little tight in Lexington, VA
(home to Washington and Lee). You
could see it on head coach Hayden
Schilling's face. You could see it in
the way he focused so intensely on the ;
score cards at every change-ove- r. You
could hear the tension on the courts
almost every match was marred with
a line-ca- ll dispute. This was a big :
evenL After all, W&L was the 10th-rank- ed
team in Division III. A win by
Wooster surely was going to send its
preseason ranking of 22 closer and
closer to the golden number of 14 (the
lowest rank a team can have if it's
going to go to team nationals).
When the smoke cleared Wooster
hadswetxlnedoifcleSandurjW' i
A win such as that makes a packed
van ride somewhat tolerable (unless
you're a rookie ask Dave Hindle
95 and Peter James '95).
Such a win makes the disappoint-
ments of an entire trip bearable.
Home Opener Over
Eight seconds into the game,
the Scots possessed the lead and
kept it throughout the remainder
of the game.
Besides winning face-of- fs at a
3-- 1 margin, it seemed as if the
Scots could score at will. One
sequence demonstrated the Scots
dominance when the only thing
preventing Andrew Windsor94
from scoring his second goal of
the game was the mad in the
Marietta crease.
Thinking that he had beat the
mud, Windsor expressed dissat-
isfaction with the referee's opin-
ion to the contrary. The referee
took exception and cited
Windsor for unsportsmenlike
conduct, asking him to watch the
game from the penalty box for
one minute.
After contemplating his infrac-
tion for 60" seconds, Windsor
went out to redeem himself.
David Brewster '93 seeing
Windsor's return, led him toward
Looking at the record from the
break, you wouldn't think there would
be any downfalls. A 7-- 3 record is a
good start to any season. The frustra-
tions, were in the little things.
There was the 5-- 4 loss to 16th-rankedSkidm- ore
suchaclose match
that if tennis were scored like base-
ball, this one would have gone 90
innings.
It was things like a 6-- 3 loss to
Amherst(ranked 12th). Butthat match
could have easily gone the other way.
The biggest let-do- wn was against
5 Emory. An 8-- 1 loss there regis-
tered to the Scots how far away they
were from that upper echelon of top
ten teams.
Those were the losses. The wins
were impressive. Wins of 8--1 over.
University of the South, Baker, David
Lipscomb, and Trenton State and 9-- 0
over Rust and Nazareth built the
squad's confidence.
Throughout the trip, individual per-
formances helped to spark the team's
success.
At 1, Anthony Fernandez '92
(ranked 38th in the nation) went 8-- 1
despite being out for six days with a
sprained toe missing only the Emory
match. Rem roanagej4o krfeatther-4- 4
th and 22nd ranked players and lost
in a third set tiebreaker (10-8-) to
Skidmore'sno. 1 player (ranked 32nd). ,
? Wooster's2player,WarrenCham-A-Koo- n
94 (ranked 42nd in the na-
tion) went 7-- 3. losing to stiff compe-
tition like the 18th and 10th bestplay
the crease and dumped a precise
pass that Windsor promptly shot.
After the referee picked the
ball out of the bottom of the net.
there was little doubt the ball
had crossed the line, and
Windsor registered his second
goalof four for the day.
Brewster, who is leading the
team with 13 assists, scored his
first goal of the season earlier
when Windsor carried the ball
around the Marietta goal and
placed a set across the crease
that Brewster quickly deposited
into the net.
Attack Tom Bennett '93 added
six goals to raise his team lead-
ing total to 24, as Brewster and
Windsor Consistently found him
roaming around the goalmouth.
The victory places the Scots
record at 2-- 3 before NCAC divi-
sion play begins. They began
their season with three
consecuative losses over Spring
Break to third ranked Getty sburg
ers in the nation.
At 3, Dan Rosenbaum '92 silently
amassed a 7-- 2 record with his volley-
ing mastery.
Wooster's 5, Jason Gindele '94,
matched Rosenbaum's record play-
ing the best tennis of his career.
At 6, James Weaver '94 was 6--4,
as was Eric Hicks '92 at 4.
Weaver's outstanding contribution
was in doubles where he and Cham-a-Koo- n
defeated teams ranked as high
as 19th.
Rosenbaum and Fernandez showed
their doubles prowess beating the 14th-ranked-d- uo
from Skidmore.
Rookies Hindle and James also
played to their first varsity wins.
Hindle won his first match at singles
against Nazareth. James found his
first victory against University of the
South in doubles, his forte. Unfortu-
nately, James trip was cut short when
he reinjured his serving shoulder. His
absence from doubles was felt in the.
tight matches.
The two Mikes, O'Regan '94 and
Pepper '92 were a very formidable
doubles team unagrueably the best
fifth doubles team in the nation.
The spring trip provided the match
play the Scots were lacking oyer win-
ter practice." However. it was not
experience that the squad needed to
gain every starting player returned
from last year. What the trip did
provide was the confidence the Scots
will need on their road to nationals
and the conference championship.
Marietta
(15-2- ). a strong Colorado Col
lege team (11-9- ), and Hamilton
College (8-4-).
Yet they provided Coach Tim
Clark with his first victory as a
head coach with their win over
Dickinson College in the conso-
lation game of Alfred
University's St. Patrick Day's
Tournament.
The game was played in the
snow with a yellow ball. "It was
socold I couldn't feel my hands,"
remarked Brewster. "It was dif-
ficult to adjust to the conditions,"
said Clark.
The Scots face St. Bonaventure
at home on Saturday afternoon
at 2 p.m. Although the Scots will
be facing a Division I team, Clark
feels that they are not a top level
team, and the Scots should be
able to enjoy a victory.
Weather reports say the con-
ditions will be wet and cold, or
as Clark puts it "Wooster La-
crosse weather." , - .
J
Lady Scots
; J
-
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Kate Howard 94 heads down field.
WOMFN'S TENNIS .
Hilton Head Grants
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
The College of Wooster women's
tennis team wrapped up their spring
trip in Hilton Head, S.C with a 3--5
record much better than many had
thoug3t, considering the inexperience
of this year's team.
Wooster opened with a 5--4 victory
of Uranus as Helen Shephard 92,
Gabriele Wilson 95, Emily Fortney
95,andJmChokey95postedsingles
victories. The Lady Scots won the
match when Wilson and Fortney beat
Deb DiGaro and Regan McCann at
No. 2 doubles.
Following the uplifting victory,
Wooster came back down to earth
when it lost three in a row and four of
the next five. The Lady Scots were
shutout by Guilford 9--0 and Haverford
9--0, before losing to Carson-Newm- an
7--2. The only victories during that
stretch were posted by Shepnard at
No. 1 singles and Chokey at No. 5.
The Lady Scots got back on the
winning track with a 7-- 2 triumph over
BrynMawr. Shephard posted a 6--1,
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6--4 victory over Diane Blumeris at
No. 1 singles to set the pace for
Woosters second win of the season.
Lynn McMaster '92 picked tip her
first victory of the year by beating
C)rinRo 6-- 2, 6-l;Fort-ney registered
a 6-3,6- -1 win at No. 4; Chokey was
a6-- 3, 6--3 winner atNa5;and Allison
McDowell --93 edged Vicky Lepore
7--5,6-7.7-- 5 at No. 6. Wooster'sOnly
singles loss was at No. 3 where Wil-
son was beaten by Stacey Pastore 7-- 3.
6--3.
In Axjbles,Shephardand McMaster
were beaten at No. 1 , but Wilson and
Fortney were victories at No. 2, and
Chokey and McDowell came oat on
top at Na 3.'
VOIGE
setoacK 10 jieiusuu
become more comfortablehCARISS A CONNER
Voice Sport$ Writer
Upon return from their Or-
lando, Florida spring training
trip, the women's lacrosse team
opened the 1992 season on
Wednesday as they hosted Deni-so- n
in the cold rain on their own
Cindy Barr Memorial Field.
The Lady Scots fell to the Big
Red by the score of 19-- 3.
The young Wooster team faced
tough challenge to play such a
strong
the 19-- 3team as Despite
Denison as some good
season
opener. Wooster head coach
Brenda Meese explained that
"the Denison team is very expe-
rienced" and that Wooster wasn't
quite ready to play "a team of
that caliber. ,
The first half proved most ef-
fective for the Lady Scots who
scored all of their goals in the
last eighteen minutes of the pe-
riod.
Meese pointed out, "there were
some eood moments...a nice pass
from Shannon Burke ('95)"
created a quick shpt opportunity..!
for Martha'wi.wi' rLan'ge' ' '92. for"text- - inin."
stance.
' But the field was very quiet,
and there was very little com-
munication between Wooster
players. Meese expects that the
team will start to talk more as
Wooster 3
Wooster was whitewashed by
Washington University of St. Louis
9-- 0, but the Lady Scots came back to
defeat Nazareth 7-- 2. In that match,
Shephard, Wilson, Fortney, Chokey,
and McDowell were winners in
angles. In doubles. Wilson and
Fortney combined for a win at Na 2,
and Chokey and McDowell teamed
up to win at No. 3.
Wooster closed out the trip with a
tough 5--4 setback against Wisconsin
Oshkbsh. The two teams were even
after singles, as Shephard, McMaster
and Fortney collected wim for the
Lady Scots, but the Titians took two
of the three doubles matches to pull
out the victory,
Alaska Summer Employment-fisherie- s.
Earn SSCCOWrccnth, Free Transportation!
; Koom & Dcard! Oyer CCD openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services
el 1-205-54- 54155 ; Ext-- 1 624
Sports
they
with each other on the field, ana
that the "nice moments" will be-
come more and more frequent-Me- g
Wood 95 stood out of-
fensively throughout the game.
Meese commented that she was
"very aggressive to the ball and
to the goal." Wood scored her
first collegiate goal to help
Wooster get on the scoreboard,
but Denison continued to apply
strong defense as their attack
loutshot
loss, "there were Wooster
moments." 50-2- 4.
Defen- -
sively. Wooster is very young.
Both goalkeepers are beginners
at the position (Nina Butler '94
and Jen Larvis 94), and the start-
ing defenders in the field are all
first-year- s and sophomores, four
of whom are beginners to the
spoTt, Standing out defensively,
thoueh. is Laura Slingluff '95,
who will continue to provide
strength in the field and in iront
of the cage.
The season opening loss will
be chalked up lo experience, for
ujiow.whilfl Wooster has. seen the
tram that is ex Dec ted to be this
year's best-i- n the conference.
As the season progresses, Meese
expects to see a lot of improve-
ment as the Lady Scots gain game
experience and can put their
hustle and aggression to work.
-- 5 Record
9
CHRIS MACKY
Voice Sports Writer
The College of Wooster women's
tennis team coinraandingly defeated
Ashland University on Thursday in
their initial borne match of the season.
Ashlandwas unable to wina single set
as the Lady Scots rolled to a 9--0
victory.
Allison McDowell sealed the win
at sixth singleywhen she defeated her
Ashland opponent 6-- 4, 6--4 after
Wooster'i first four singles knotted
wins. The victory upped their overall
record to 4-- 5.
Informational Meeting for
students interested in T . A.
positions for First Year
Seminar Thursday, April 2,
4:00 pjn., Lowry 119.
contact Linda Bromund in the
Reading and Writing Center,
ext. 2599, if you are unable to
attend the meeting.
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Katie Erdman: Ail-Ameri- can
Makes Her
Mark atWooster
WAA RELEASE
Everv team and every sports season
produces an athlete or two that will be
remembered after the courts, fields,
and swimming pools have cleared out
and the fans have gone home.
Katie Erdman, a senior, studio art
major, is just one of those athletes.
A veteran swimmer for me Wooster
swim team, Erdman has served as a
co-capta- in for the past two years. She
has also qualified for Nationals two
times, earning Ail-Americ- an honors
last year.
This past season was especially
successful for Erdman, as she went
undefeated in the 500 freestyle in dual
meets and broke an 1 1 --yearold school
record for the 200 free, a mark she'd
been aiming at for four years. She also
made fine showing at the conference
meet, placing 5th in the 200 free and
8th in both the mile and the 500 free.
This kind of success didn't come
without work, though. Erdman has
been swimming competitively since
she was ten, and in high school she
competed for two teams, logging four
hours of practice a day not to
"
mention ah the hours" in Wooster's
pool.
"I am happy with my overall swim-
ming career." admits Erdman. "My
goal was always to have fun and to
work hard."
As a teammate puts it. Tour years
of hard work really paid off for Katie
she deserves to be congratulated
for it."
As for future plans, Erdman re-
mains vague except when it comes
to swimming. She's certain she'll
keep up with that
gan33ffl
Costarica ins
tefizcGty $rLondon $309
Taipei $415
.Bangkok $SC3
tan mc war torn OmchnbMcdcn
icmdMppui.H Tno Included
Cc-jn- rl Trcrjd
8 E. 13th A. Cdkutxs, OH 43201
1-614-2S4-
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TRACK AND FIELD
Six School Records
DAN HAWES
Voice Sports Writer
When the track team crawled out of
the vans after a seventeen hour trip to
Florida they were welcomed with
rainy fifty-degr- ee weather.
Things started to heat up quickly
when two days later two school
records were set at the Florida A&M
Relays and four the following week
at Florida State.
The Florida A&M meet was pretty
much out ofcontrol. With local high-scho- ols
also participating, there were
just too many people for the organiz-
ers to handle, and atone point they left
out a set of hurdles in the 400 IMs
realizing their mistake only after two
heats had gone. But humored by the
P.A. announcer, the crowd stuck
around to see the women's two-mi-le
relay and men's mile relay team set
school records.
Anna Sherzer '92, Marya Cross
93 ,Nicole Podgomey 92,and Marcy
Hunt 94 all had to run really fast to set
the record, but they did it! .
The men, during the mile relay,
"theprem ier eventofthe day"accord-
ing to the P.A. guy, entertained the
crowd with some of the most humor-
ous hand-of- fs everattempted and still
ran a 3:21 school record.
Competition at FSU began on
Wednesday with the decathlon and
heptathlon. Veteran decathlete Brian
Gallagher '93 long jumped, shot
Wooster Open to Host
Nine Teams Saturday
Continued from page 16
andNAIA.
"We finished ahead ofmany strong
teams," said Nye of the Elon Invite.
"Many of the southern teams there
were already in stride since for them
it's pretty much mid-seaso- n."
Wooster's last stop was at the Na-
val Academy for their Invitational
After the first day of play, the
Scots were in eighth position out of
nineteen teams.
Woosterjumped five spots die next
day with the lowest combined score
EXTRA INCOME
EARN $200-550- 0 WEEKLY
MAILING 1992 TRAVEL
BROCHURES. .
FOR MORE
INFORMATION SEND A
STAMPED ENVELOPE
- TO:ATW TRAVEL,
P.O. BOX 430780,
"MTAMT:T3.-Tm- 1
putted, discused, javelin tossed,high
ofany team (3 14) to finish in a tie for
third place with James Madison.
Scott Miksch '92 and Randy Pitts
'93 had the top best scores of the day,
74 and 76, respectively. Pitts also
finished second overall individually
with a 154. '"
This Saturday the Scots host nine
schools as part of the Wooster Open .
Among the competitors will be
NCAC rivals Ohio Wesleyan, Ken-yo- n,
Case Reserve, and Denison.
Fortunately forthe Scots, all of the
competitors will be from Ohio.
UfSh COLLEGE
Scholarships, Grants and
Financial Aid .
!
Free Information
1-800-U-
SA-1221 ext 2033
v t HowJcan'I protect my Macintosh??
.' v By purchasing AppIeCare for your Macintosh computer, you no
longer have to worry about what will happen if you need an unex-
pected repair: Anything man-ma- de can break down, even something
as well made as an Apple product AppIeCare lets you budget for the
. unexpected. What is AppIeCare?? AppIeCare is the only extended
service plan backed by Apple that provides owners of Apple equip-
ment comprehensive, nationwide service coverage, and the guarantee
of Apple-traine- d technicians and genuine Apple parts. How much
does AppIeCare cost?? One year of AppIeCare for a Macintosh
Classic costs only $62.16 - the average repair cost usually starts at
$175.00. By purchasing AppIeCare, you can actually save money,
and not have to worry about the unexpected!! If you purchased your
computer within the last 30 days, you may be eligible for a
$25 to $50 rebate on AppIeCare if you act now! !
For more information about AppIeCare - contact Kim Strollo in the
computer sales office - Taylor Hall 311, Ext-224- 5.
Fall in Siiessful Spring Break
jumped, pole vaulted, hurdled,
sprinted, and ran to set the school
record with 5441 points. Gallagher
commented on how he felt about his.
first decathlon, "It was out there, in
a tubular kind of way, in a word,
'NICE!'" v
The next event in which Wooster
fared well was the 400m dash. The
first-ye- ar follies, Eric 'E Rogers
95, Dan He-Haw- es '95, and Pete
"the sweet" Salverda '95 all ran in
the "small school" heat on Friday,
the fast D-- I guys would run on Satur-
day. Rogers got first with a school
record time of 49.4. Hawes and
Salverda ran 5 l's.
Crack occupant Mark "the meat"
Marando '92 won the "small school"
BASEBALL
'We're a Much
DINO DISANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor
The start of the Scots' baseball sea-
son has been a rocky one plagued by
inexpierence, poor fielding, and cold
hitting. The Scots inconsitency has
landed them a 6-7- -1 overall record
and a 1-0- -1 NCAC mark.
The Scots' defense and cold hitting
on there spring trip to Florida has
caused head coach Tim Pettorini to
shuffle his starting lineup in order to
fmd awinning combination. "You try
to find a lineup in Florida and define
roles. That wasn'tthe case thisyear
we're still looking," said Pettorini.
"I expected us to play better than
we did. We're a much better team
than we showed in Florida," Pettorini
commented on the squad's 5--7 record.,
after the Florida trip. ..
"I'm really disappointed with our
defense. I thought we would be very
good, that it would be our strong point
but were fielding .934 as a team that's .
deplorable."
. :; . .
The Scots starting . infield has
commited2l errors, Second baseman
Scott Collins '94 leds the earn in
errors with nine, while Matt Vincler .
94,the Scots shortstop, has commit-
ted seven enors and third basemen
Derek Boyd '94 Jra'four,. -
.
The'pborfjddingWcausedchange .
in the infield. Jim Wafga '94 has
moved to second base because of his
hitting. Warga, in seven --starts, is
batting 350 without an error 'i
Warga'sgood play has eansed Scott .
Collins '94 to move from second to
third. Collins, the Scots' leadoff hit-ter.hasscoreda- team
high 11 runs and
"'
is batting 326 despite his fielding.
With Collins moving to third,-- ' '
Boyd's cold bat has found the bench. --
Boyd is hitting just .156.
.c heat in the long jump with a distance
of 22 1 1", as it turned out, a distance
--
. that would have fared well in the
.'big" heat on Saturday!
V T. Saturday morning was all Beth
Blakemore '92 winning the 10,000m
in 38:18, gaining the school record
.
- and running within provisional quali--
.fyingstandarcls for theNational Cham-
pionships.
Susan Louis '92 ran her best 1500m
ever, winning in five minuets flat.
Susan commented after the race, "It
was nice to be in the lead all alone for
once, it was refreshing."
The last event in which Wooster
partook in was the two-mi-le relay.
Wooster was in the open heat, run-
ning against big schools such as
Better Team Than We Showed5
Cold hitting has caused lineup
changes in the outfield also. Matt
Burdette '92, the Scots' lone senior
starter, has moved from center field to
left field to make room for John
Tomlinson 94.
Tomlinson has been swinging ahot
bat. He's 5-o- f-9 on the year with a
.556 average to lead the team.
Pettorini, though, has had to sacri-
fice good defense for good hitting as
Matt Plam '95 has moved into
rightfield. Palm is hitting 333 on the
year.
A slow start has caused Kevin
McMullen '93 to lose his spot in right
field. McMullen is hitting just .138..
McMullen, though, is usually a cold
starter who comes on once the team
returns from Florida.
Matt Yates 93 and Tim Fbust94,
who were suppossed to platoon in
Jeftfield, have gone hittkss thus far.
v "Youexpecttheseniccstoaurythe
load but we only have one senior in
. (Matt) Burdette. Burdette was hitting
Just .193 coming back from Florida
last year, this year he's hitting .273.
--He'ssteppedupbut thejuniors haven't
. followed suit," said Pettorini. .
The Scots, though, have been anc-
hored bya strong pitching staff. Jerry
Sagerman '92 is the ace of the staff.
He leds the team with a 3--1 record and
V2.08ERA. ; , :r
"Pitching has held us together so
'-fa- r," said Pettorini.
- Jeff Woller 92, the Scots' second r
man in the rotation is 0-- 2 with a 35
ERA and leds the team with 21 .
strikeouts. Woller, though, hasn't
gotten the run support. "Woller has
no luck. I thought we put that to rest
last year but its the same routine this
year. He's pitched well enough to be
- 3--0," said Pettorini.
Florida and Duke. Jason Hudson '93
led off running an incredible 1:55
putting the Scots firmlyahead ofEHike,
next came Scott McMillen '92, Dan
Dickey 94, and anchored by Jeff
Beck '92. The team broke the old
school record by nine seconds.
Scott commented after the race,
"The Duke guy I ran against was
finished, he was through, all washed
up, HE WAS A THUG!"
Over all Coach Rice believes that
"It was a successful trip, we've never
'been in such good shape this early in
the season.weUl hopefully break many
more records in Ohio."
- The Scots have this weekend off
and will travel to ML Union next
Saturday.
Jay Terry 92, the Scots' closer, is
1-- 0 with two saves. While Barry
Craddock '94, Brett Beech '94 (0-1- ),
John Ramsier '93 (1-- 2) and John
Ramby '94 (1-- 1) have provided the
Scots with depth and solid pitching.
The Scots youth showed on their
trip to Florida as they went through a
roller coaster ride. The Scots opened
the season against the University of
Pittsburgh, a Division I schooL "We
jumped all over them (Pitt)," said
Pettorini on the 14-- 1 victory.
The second biggest win of the trip
came against William and Patterson.
William and Patterson is ranked in the
Top Five in the country and went to
the College World Series last year.
"We played really good ball against
: them (William and Patterson)," said
Pettorini on his team's 4-- 3 victory.
Sagermen led the way for the Scots '
pitching a nine ining complete game
for his second victory of the trip.
The Scots, on their trip, split with
Fairmont State (4--3 and 1-- 4) and
Skidmore (5-10andl- 5-2). They also
i beat Geneva (7-- 5) and lost to
Shenandoah (-- 6), Aquinas (1-4- ),
.
Kean (3-5- ), Saint Xavier (0-8- ), and
. Wisconsin River-Fal- ls (1-2- ).
- The Scots opened NCAC play by
defeating the Spartans of Case West-e- m
Reserve 6--5 last Sunday, March
1 21. The second game was a tie be-
cause the game was called due to
darkness.
.
The Scots' run production has come
from Cingolani and Erik Hagen '93.
Cingolani leads the Scots in RBI's
.with 14 while Hagen is second with
12 RBI's, including the Scots' only
home run.
The Scots will take on the Battling
Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan Saturday
inadoubleheader.
thewgoster vqiqe Sports
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Scots Hope
to Rebound
From Shaky
Spring Trip
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
Head coach Bob Nye was not
pleased.
There were 12 teams there
we finished fifteenth.
The Dick Gordin Invitational,
held March 13-1- 5 in Myrtle Beach,
was to be the highlight of the Col-
lege of Wooster golf team's spring
break schedule. The top Division
III teams from around the country
had assembled for the competi-
tion. The Scots needed a good
performance to justify their pre-
season national ranking of number
five.
"We were terrible," continued
Nye. "We just played very poorly.
There's no reason why we
shouldn't have done better." .
Actually, there is a decent rea-
son for the team's less than ex-
pected last place performance.
Ohio.
The Scots only had one week of
practice on an actual gof course
before being thrust into the heated
competition. The Ohio weather
prevented them from heading out
to the fairways of Wooster. thus
they were relegated lo swinging
their clubs in the Physical Educa
tion Center.
Meanwhile, most of the teams in
the Gordin Invitational were from
states other than Ohio, and were
able to practice outside before com
peting in Myrtle Beach.
The fifth spot in the rankings
will have anameother than Wooster
on it next time die poll is issued, but
that is not a majorconcern. "We'll
drop, but not too far." said coach
Nye.
Fortunately Wooster was able to
relinquish something form the trip.
The Scots defeated both
Georgetown and Florida Commu-
nity College ofJacksonville in dual
competitions.
Later in the break, the team
played in the Don Invitational, held
in Burlington. North Carolina.
Wooster finished seventh in a field
of seventeen, which consisted of
teams from Division L IL and IH,
Continued of page IS fJ
r.S BASKETBALL
Final Minute Doesn't
ARTHOLDEN
Special to the Voice
For the Cavaliers, The Shot" has
haunted them for two years now. For
Browns fans, who can forget "Red
Right 88"?
Saturday night at Tim ken Gymna-
sium, The Shot" was two shots, both
ringing 3-poin- ters that cut like a knife,
sapping the life out of The College of
Wooster and sending Ouerbein to
Round Three of the NCAA Division
JJI tournament..
With Wooster leading 77-7- 3 after
two Erich Riebe ('92) foul shots with
49 seconds to play, Ouerbein rallied
to win 80-7-7 on bombs by Jerry Den-
nis and Larry Lai sure to snap
Wooster's 22 game win streak and
end the Scots' season at 26--3. The
Cardinals advanced in tournament
play with the same 26-- 3 slate.
Dennis hit the first long-distan- ce
killer, an NBA-distan- ce trey over
Wooster stopper Brian Buchanan with
44 seconds left On the inbounds.
Dennis fouled out when he tried to
steal the ball from Wooster's Mike
Morgan (94). With a chance to ex-
tend the lead to three, Morgan went to
the foul line but missed both tries.
Still, the Scots were up by a point.
But up stepped the senior Laisure,
whoarched abomb from the top of the
key with just four seconds to play for
a two-poi-nt 79-7- 7 Otterbein advan-
tage.
The Scots called time to set up a
play, which had Scott Meech (95)
throw a length-o- f -t-he-court pass to 6-SWTM- MTNfi
& DIVING
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Wooster Produces Seven All-America- ns
LYDIA AMERSON
Voice Sports Writer
The College ofWooster swim pro-
gram produced seven All-Americ- ans
at the NCAA Division. HI National
Championships, held in Buffalo, NY,
March 18-2- 1.
Teamwork was the key word for
the success of the Lady Scot swim
team as the squad placed 20th at the
three day competition. As a result of
this team spirit, all six of the members
oflheWoosterwomen's national team
were named AD- -Americans.
Teamwork was evident in all of the
Lady Scot relays. In the 200 medley
relay Katy Schnell '94, Heather
Johnston '94, Tammy Behringer 94
and Wendy Freebum '92 swam to a
lOlh-plac- e Finish with a time of
foot-- 9 Stan Aukamp (92). Aukamp,
though, couldn't come down with the
pass and there was Laisure to steal the
ball.-- The Scots immediately fouled
Laisure, who did Wooster a favor by
splitting his two foul shots with three
seconds to play.
Again Wooster threw long. This
time, Aukamp caught the ball and
immediately kicked it back to Riebe,
who from 25 feet away, launched a
buzzer-beatin-g trey that failed to find
the range. -
Laisure and Dennis killed the Scots
all night, especially Dennis. The two
leftys combined to score 42 of
Ouerbein's 80 points, with Dennis
especially lethal with a game-hig- h 26
points.
The two got plenty of scoring help,
though, as Mike Couzins added 14
tough inside points and Randy Linkous
andNick Gutman chipped in lOpoints
each.
For the Scots. Meech had a super
game in showing the way as the freshi.
man scored 18 points (9-of-- 12 from
the field), and pulled down seven re-bou-nds
and passed off for four assists.
Sophomore Doug Meinen added 18
points on 8-o-f-ll shooting, but the
Scots' leading rebounder on the year
got just one in the game. Aukamp
chipped in a dozen points and Riebe
11 (3-of--ll from the field). Doug
Cline C95) was the fifth Scot to score
in twin figures with 1 1 and also led
Wooster in rebounding with eight.
"Every basketball game hasaHkinds
of important plays." summed up
1:51 .55. Schnell. Behringer, and
Freebum also teamed up with Liz
Bug bee 94 to compete in the 400
medley relay. This group of Lady
Scot clocked in at4.-062- 3 toearn 12th
place. In addition. SdmelLBehringer,
and Freebum later combined with
Laura Miller to place 13th in the 400
freestyle relay (3:4 1 35).
Individually for the Lady Scots,
Schnell bettered the school record in
the 1 03-ya- rd backstroke she set at the
conference championships eariler in
the season. With a new mark set at
,l.-00.19,Schn-
ell took 16th in theevenL
Behringer placed an impressive 14th
in the 200 butterfly touching in at
2:12.65.
In addition! Bugbee turned in an
outstandingtime of2:324 in the 200
Work in Scots' Favor
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Erich Riebe 92 curs behind an Otterbein defender.
Photo by News Services.
Wooster bead coach Steve Moore,
saying a game that close isn't won or
lost on one play. That's why we tell
our players to concentrate on every
offensiveand defensive possession
There's never any one play, any one
possession, any one missed shot.'
breast.
For the men, all three Scot national
competitors performed well under stiff
competition. Tom Hungerford 93
gave his best national performance
ever becoming an All-Americ- an for
the third straight year and placing 4th
in the mile. His time of 16:03-5- 6
bettered his prievious school record
in the event he set at nationals his first
year by nearly three seconds.
Hungerford also improved upon his
other distance event record. In the
1000 freestyle he better his time by
clocking in at 9:42.00. In addition, the
distance expert turned in his lifetime
best swim in the 500-yar- d freestyle
registering with a time of 4:45.59.
Also turning m outstanding national
perfcirmances-wa- s co-capta-in Brian
'!!-- , "V
"
But Wooster fans will remember
The Two Shots."
Article was originally printed in the
March9,1992,issuecftheDaiyRaxrd
by Art Holden. Assistant Sports Editor.
Excerpts reprinted in the Voice with
permission from the Dairy Record.
Vereb '92. Vereb swam to a lifetime
best of 5523 in the 100-yar- d back-
stroke and turned in an excellent time
of2:01.73 in the200-yar- d backstroke,
the event in which he is the current
school record holder.
Wooster's sole diving representa-
tive, Jim Palmer 92, handled fierce
competition by divers from all over
the country scoring 278.10 on the
three-met- er board and placing 24th in
theevenL
The Scots wrap-u- p their season with
a 6-- 4 season record, finishing seventh
in conference, while the Lady Scots
earned fourth place in conference com-
petition and produced a near-perfe- ct
9-- 1 dual meet record. The teams
combined produced seven swimmers
earning Ail-Americ- an titles.
